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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is the de-noising and representation of phonocardiograms

for subsequent analysis. The PCG has been proven to be a clinically significant diagnos-

tic tool while being inexpensive, non-invasive, reliable and cheap. However, the PCG is

corrupted by noise from a number of sources including thoracic muscular noise (Zhang,

Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), peristaltic intestine noise (Zhang, Durand,

Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), respiratory noises, foetal heartbeat noise if the subject

is pregnant, noise caused by contact with the instrumentation and ambient noise. Thus,

there is a need to de-noise the PCG signal. Because it is a complex, non-stationary signal,

traditional methods of de-noising are not appropriate. Phonocardiogram de-noising

techniques, which are explored, include wavelet de-noising, optimised wavelet de-noising,

wavelet packet de-noising, the matching pursuit technique, and averaging. The time-

frequency and time-scale de-noising methods performed roughly equally while removing

significant amounts of noise from the signal. However, optimised wavelet de-noising

performed slightly better than the other methods; thus, optimised wavelet de-noising

in conjunction with averaging is recommended to be used in appropriate cases. Once

the PCG has been de-noised, different methods of extracting features from the PCG

and classifying the PCG according to this information ïyere explored. The use of phase

space diagrams, HT diagrams, instantaneous signal parameter extraction, and phase

synchronisation between the ECG and PCG were investigated, but these investigations

were limited by the quantity and quality of data available. The results presented are only

indicative results, but they demonstrate that further work to investigate the use of these

techniques with larger amounts of data would be worthwhile. Recommendations for

future research in the area of phonocardiogram de-noising and classification are provided.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

"Research is the process of going up alleys to see if they are bl'in,d."

Marston Bates (1906-1974)

A]VÍERICAN ZOOLOGIST

1



CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION

1.1- Introduction

While the ancient Greeks believed that the human heart was the source of intelligence

and others were convinced that it was the origin of emotions, it is now known that these

theories are false (Marieb 1991). The diagnosis and treatment of heart conditions has

greatly benefited from the technological leaps that have been made in the last century

such as digital radiography, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and ul-

trasound techniques (Macovski 1983, Rangayyan & Lehner 1988). Older and fundamental

techniques such as auscultation (listening to sounds produced by the heart) have been

pushed out of the spotlight with the advances made in these recent, flashier technologies

(Ralgayyan & Leh¡rer i988). Auscultation possesses rnany unsoived. probiems including

controversy over the genesis of heart sounds (Chen, Durand & Lee 1997, Cloutier, Gre-

nier, Guardo & Durand 1987, Durand & Pibarot 1995, Ewing, Mazumdar, Goldblatt &

Vollenhoven 1985, Ewing, Mazumdar, Vojdani, Goldblatt & Vollenhoven 1986, Luisada

1965, Luisada 1980, Rangayyan & Lehner 1988), lack of quantitative analysis tech-

niques (Rangayyan & Lehner 1988) and noise corruption (Durand, Langlois, Lanthier,

Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley 1990ø, Groour, Herring, Francis & Sheaiy

1956, Hall 1999, Jiménez, Orti4 Peña, Charleston, Aljama k Gonzá¡lez lggg, Karpman,

Cage, Hill, Forbes, Karpman & Cohn 1975, Maple, Hall, Agzarian & Abbott 1999, Sava,

Pibarot & Durand L998, Zhang, Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998). Although

the knowledge of the heart has increased, there remains much to be learned about the

heart with many common heart conditions and diseases that continue to affiict a large

percentage of the population. Phonocardiography remains in an evolutionary phase of

developnient with a need to overcome the previously mentiorred problenrs in order to

facilitate its use as a routine medical diagnostic tool (Rangayyan & Lehner 1983).

r\.uscultation is of grcat importancc bccausc many pathological conditions of the hcart
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electrocardiogram (ECG), might detect them (Rangayyan & Lehner 1988). Thus, aus-

cultation is the standard test used by physicians to assess the condition of the heart

(Rangayyan & Lehner 1938). Auscultation also has advantages over other tests in that it

is very easy to perform, non-invasive (Durand & Pibarot 1995), cheap and requires little
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time. However, because the genesis of heart sounds is not well understood (Chen, Durand

& Lee 1997, Cloutier et al. 1987, Durand & Pibarot 1995, Ewing et al. 1985, Ewing et al.

1986, Luisada 1965, Luisada 1980, Rangayyan & Lehner 1988), conclusions ofa pathologi-

cal condition should not solely be based on auscultation. The human ear possesses limita-

tions which make it a non-ideal instrument for auscultation (Brown, Smallwood, Barber,

Lawford & Hose 1999, Luisada 1965, Luisada 1980, Rangayyan & Lehner 1988, Zhang,

Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998).

The limitations of the human ear vi/ere realized and devices designed to overcome this

deflciency were introduced including various versions of the stethoscope and phonocar-

diography which is actually a recording of the heart sound (Bell, Long, Langham, Kos

& Parten 1998, Cheitlin, Sokolow & Mcllroy 1993, Grenier, Gagnon, Genest, Durand &

Durand 1998, Guo, Moulder, Durand & Loew 1998, Lehner & Rangayyan 1987, Liang,

I-iukkarinen & Ilartimo 1998, Luisada 1965, Lukkarinen, Korhonen, Angerla, Nopanen,

Sikio & Sepponen L997, Lukkarinen, Nopanen, Sikio & Angerla 1997, Lukkarinen, Sikio,

Nopanen, Angerla & SepponenIggT, Maple et al. 1999, Nandagopal, Mazumdar, Karolyi

& Hearn 1981, Selig 1993, Shen & Sun 1997, Shino, Yoshicla, Mizuta & Yana 1997).

Phonocardiography has many advantages over traditional auscultation in that it can be

replayed, analysed for spectral and timing information, and processed in different ways

,which may reveal hidden information.

Phonocardiography has not progressed as quickly as other diagnostic methods because

lack of standards in equipment and recording locations and poor understanding of the

heart sound mechanisms and the complexity of PCGs, but signal processing has aided

in the development of phonocardiography (Wood & Barry 1995). An important use of

signal processing in the area of phonocardiography is noise removal. There are many

sources of noise which may pollute the PCG including thoracic muscular noise (Zhang,

Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), peristaltic intestine noise (Zhang, Durand,

Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), respiratory noises, foetal heart sound noise ifthe subject

is pregnant, noise caused by contact with the instrumentation and ambient noise. Thus,

the problem of noise removal in phonocardiography is very important for the development

of phonocardiography as a widely used clinical tool. In the current study, various methods

of de-noising phonocardiograms are explored and studied. This study also explores various
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methods of extracting notable features from phonocardiograms.

The primary aims of this chapter are to supply the reader with the knowledge of the heart

necessary to comprehend this thesis, provide justification for the research being conducted

and perform a literature review of research in this area. In Section 1.2, a brief description

of the human heart is given. The next two Sections 1.3 and 1.4 describe heart sounds and

electrical activities of the heart. In Section 1.5, a literature review of the recent research

in the area of phonocardiography being studied is presented. The frnal section briefly

summarises the scope of the research presented in this thesis and provides motivation for

the work.

In order to clarify terminology used in this thesis, a couple of words will be defined. For

onr purpose, a heartbeat is ciefined as a "singie compiete puisation of the hearl" (The

American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language 2000), and thus, the term will be

used to refer to a complete cycle of the heart. Heart sounds are an acoustical phenomenon

which are caused by actions of the heart and are explained in Section 1.3.

L.2 Brief Description of the Heart

This section presents a brief description of the heart so that the reader may gain a basic

understanding of the organ. The reader is referred to Passamani (2000) for a more de-

tailed description. The heart is a hollow, muscular organ which is primarily composed of

muscle tissue that contracts rhythmically to distribute blood throughout the body. The

circulatory system consists of the heart, blood, and blood vessels. The purpose of the

circulatory system is to distribute oxygen and nutrients to the body and to collect waste

products. The heart is the most important organ in the body because if the heart stops

and oxygen is not delivered to the brain, death will result within minutes.

The shape of the heart may be compared to an upside-down pear; it is situated slightly

to the left in the chest cavity.

The heart has four chambers. The left and right atria, the upper chambers, receive inflow

of blood from the veins. The right and left ventricles, the lower chambers, pump blood

into arteries which distribute the it throughout the body. The right and left side of the
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SECTION 1.2. BRIEF DESCRIPTIO]V OF THE HEART

heart are separated from each other by a wall of tissue.

Figure 1.1 depicts the systemic and pulmonary circuits. Oxygen deficient, waste carrying

blood flows into the heart and before it leaves the heart, the waste is removed and the

blood is re-oxygenated. Oxygen depleted blood containing carbon dioxide enters the heart

from the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava into the right atrium. It then passes

through the right-antrioventricular valve, (a valve prevents blood from flowing backward

in the heart and opens easily in the direction of blood flow but closes when blood attempts

to flow the other way) known as the tricuspid valve, into the right ventricle. The right

ventricle pumps the blood through the right semilunar valve, also known as the pulmonary

valve, to the pulmonary artery which connects to the lungs. The lungs remove waste from

the blood and replenish the oxygen supply. The blood is then conducted through the

pulmonary veins to the left atrium where it passes through the left atrioventricular valve,

known as the bicuspid or mitral valve, into the left ventricle. Finally, the left ventricle

pumps the oxygen rich blood through the left semilunar valve (aortic valve), to the aorta,

the largest artery. The blood is then distributed throughout the body by the network of

blood vessels.

Both sides of the heart contract simultaneously, producing a heartbeat. The cardiac cycle

qr events of a single heartbeat has two phases: diastole, where the chambers of the heart

are relaxed, and systole in which the chambers contract to pump blood. During the

systole period, the atria contract before the ventricles resulting in effi.cient circulation of

the blood.

The atria and ventricles relax and the atrioventricular valves open during diastole which

allows blood to enter from the veins into the atria and then to the ventricles. At the

beginning of systole, the atria contract to completely fill the ventricles. Then the ven-

tricles contract pushing blood out the semilunar valves into the arteries. Meanwhile, the

atrioventricular valves close so that blood does not flow backwards into the atria. When

pressure has risen enough in the arteries, the semilunar valves close to prevent blood from

flowing backwards into the ventricles. After the heart muscle relaxes, diastole begins

again.

The sinoatrial (SA) node controls the contraction of the heart. The heart muscle is unique
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Figure 1.1 This diagram shows the systemic and pulmonary circuits where the left side of the heart
acts as a pump for the entire system and the right side of the heart is the pump for the pulmonary
system (Marieb 1991).
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because it can contract on its own and does not need outside nerve impulses. Certain

heart muscles may contract spontaneously, and these cells generate electrical signals which

are conducted throughout the heart to produce a regular beat. The SA node is located

in the upper right-hand corner of the right atrium and generates electrical signals faster

than cells anywhere else in the heart, thus it sets the pace for the muscle to contract,

1-.3 Heart Sounds

There are four heart sounds: 51, 52, 53 and 54. The oldest theory, valvular theory, states

that heart sounds are caused by the vibrations which are produced during the opening and

closing of the heart valves (Chen, Durand & Lee 1997,Leatham 1975). The cardiohemic

theory was coined by Rushmer (1952) and further developed by Luisada, MacCanon,

Coleman & Feigen (1971) and Luisada (1972). The cardiohemic theory asserts that heart

sounds are caused by vibrations of the whole cardiac structure after the speed of the

intracardiac blood flow is changed as a result of the opening and closing of the cardiac

valves (Chen, Durand & Lee L997). A new theory, which combined the older two theories,

was presented in the 1980's by Durand & Guardo (1982), Durand, Genest & Guardo

(1985), and Durand & Pibarot (1995). They believed that the intracardiac PCG is a

summation of the vibrations produced by different cardiac structures, and the thoracic

PCG is influenced by time-varying properties of the heart-thorax acoustic system (Chen,

Durand & Lee 1997). Table 1.1 presents some basic characteristics of the four heart

sounds.

Less than 250.04-0.05Fourth Heart Sound
20-500.04-0.05Third Heart Sound
50-6000.08-0.14Second Heart Sound
20-1500.1-0.12First Heart Sound

trhequency Range (Hz\Duration in secs.Heart Sound

Table 1.1 Some basic heart sound characteristics (Ewing 1989)
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1.3.1 The First Heart Sound

The first heart sound occurs at the beginning of ventricular contraction when the mitral

and tricuspid valves are closing (Durand & Pibarot 1995). It indicates the beginning of

ventricular systole.

According to valvular theory, 51 is composed of two major high-frequency components

which may be heard (Durand & Pibarot 1995). The high-frequency sounds, Ml and T1,

correspond to the halting of the mitral and tricuspid valves when they are closing.

According to cardiohemic theory, the heart chambers and arterial vessels may not vibrate

without forcing the enclosed blood to vibrate as well (Durand & Pibarot 1995). This the-

ory is based on the assurnption that the heart chambers, r'al',¡es and blood.¡essels compose

an interdependent system that vibrates as a whole. According the cardiohemic theory, 51

begins with a low-frequency component occurring when the first myocardial contractions

begin after a rise in ventricular pressure (Durand & Pibarot 1995). The second compo-

nent is comprised of a higher frequency caused by tension of the left ventricular structures,

the myocardium contracting and the deceleration of the blood. The third component oc-

curs when the aortic valve opens and is caused by the sudden acceleration of blood into

the aorta. The fourth component occurs due to turbulence in the blood flowing quickly

through the aorta. The right heart does not significantly contribute to the generation of

the first heart sound.

t.3.2 The Second Heart Sound

The second heart sound (S2) occurs at the end of ventricular systole and the beginning of

ventricular relaxation, after the closure of the aortic and the pulmonary valves (Durand &

Pibarot 1995). 52 usually possesses higher frequency components than S1 and is generally

shorter in duration than S1 (Tahmasbi 1994).

According to valvular theory, 52 is composed of two high-frequency components, A2 and

P2, which may be caused when the aortic and pulmonary valve leaflets are stopped at the

end of closure (Durand & Pibarot 1995). The cardiohemic theory states that 52 is caused

when blood slows down and the flow is reversed into the aorta and pulmonary arteries
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SECTION 1.4, ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE HEART

(Durand & Pibarot 1995)

1.3.3 The Third and Fourth Heart Sounds

Compared to the first two heart sounds, the third heart sound is quite weak, occurring

during ventricular filling in early diastole once the mitral and tricuspid valves have opened

(Durand & Pibarot 1995). The third heart sound is a low-pitched, localised sound oc-

curring approximately 0.12-0.16 seconds after 52 (Cheitlin et al. 1993, Ewing 1989). The

third heart sound (S3) is not normally heard except in young patients because of the

thinness of their skin on the chest and it may be a pathological indicator of ventricular

failure if heard in patients older than 40 years old (Durand & Pibarot 1995, Tahmasbi

1ee4).

The fourth heart sound (Sa) is produced in late diastole when the ventricle fills as a result

oÎ atrial contraction (Durand & Pibarot 1995). If the fourth heart sound is heard, it is

considered a clinical indicator of left ventricular hypertrophy and coronary artery disease

(Durand & Pibarot 1995) A study done by Jordan, Taylor, Nyhuis & Tavel (1987) also

concluded that an audible 54 is evidence of cardiac abnormality.

,According to valvular theory, 53 and 54 are generated in the left ventricle when the mitral

valve leaflets are halted at the end of opening (Durand & Pibarot 1995). Cardiohemic

theory states that the deceleration of blood into the ventricles during the early and late

diastolic stages, when the ventricles are being filled, causes the sounds to be generated

(Durand & Pibarot 1995).

L.4 Electrical Activity of the Heart

The cardiac muscle has the intrinsic ability to depolarise and contract and is independent

of extrinsic nerve impulses as is demonstrated by transplanted hearts which continue to

beat rhythmically even after all nerve connections are severed (Marieb 1991).

'The cardiac conduction system is composed of cardiac cells which do not contract but

are specialised to initiate and distribute electrical impulses throughout the heart (Marieb
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Figure 1.2 An electrocardiogram trace showing the three deflection waves and the intervals,
modified from Marieb (1991).

1991). This allows the myocardium to depolarise and contract in an orderly fashion from

the atria to the ventricles (Marieb 1991).

In Marieb (tOOt¡, the three deflection waves contained in a normal ECG are explained (See

Figure 1.2). The first wave is small and is known as the P wave. The P u¡ave lasts about

0.08 seconds and is caused by the movement of the depolarisation wave from the sinoatrial

node to the atria. About 0.1 seconds after the P wave starts, the atrium contracts. The

next wave, the QRS complex, is typically the most obvious. The QRS complex is a result

of ventricular depolarisation and begins prior to ventricular contractions. The shape of

the QRS complex indicates the size difierence of the two ventricles and the time needed

ftl'each veuLricle bo tlepolalise. The QRS culrplex usually lasLs abuut 0.08 secontls. The

configuration an<i iength oi ihe QRS compiex are noi affecieci by the force of coniraciion

or heart rate variation (Cheitlin et al. 1993). The final v/ave, the T wave lasting about

0.16 seconds, is a result of ventricular re-polarisation. Because re-polarisation is slower

than depolarisation, the T wave is more distributed than the QRS wave and thus has a

lower amplitude. Atrial re-polarisation normally occurs simultaneously with ventricular
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excitation.

The P-R or P-Q interval has a duration of about 0.16 seconds and lasts from the beginning

of the atrial excitation to the beginning of ventricular excitation (Marieb 1991). The Q-

T interval (about 0.36 seconds) represents the time from the beginning of ventricular

depolarisation until re-polarisation during which the ventricles contract (Marieb 1991).

The duration of re-polarisation of the heart (S-T interval) becomes shorter as the heart

rate increases (Cheitlin et al. 1993).

L.5 Literature Review

The aim of this section is to give the reader a background in the areas of phonocar-

diography dealt with in this study. These areas include de-noising of phonocardiograms

and classifi.cation and feature extraction of PCGs in relation to their use as a diagnostic

tool. Excellent reviews of research performed in the area of phonocardiography containing

hundreds of references are given by Rangayyan & Lehner (1988) and Durand & Pibarot

(1ee5).

1.:5.1 Time-Frequency and Time-Scale Decomposition Based

! , De-noising

W_avelets, wavelet packets, the matching pursuit algorithm, and other time-frequency and

time-scale decomposition based de-noising algorithms are useful tools in the area of de-

noising complex non-stationary signals which often are biomedical signals. This section

reviews a few of these de-noising studies.

A signal is decomposed using the wavelet or wavelet packet transform and because of

their structure, coherent signals can be represented in a few, large coefficients. The noise

is disorderly and scattered throughout the signal, and therefore is represented by a large

number of small coefficients which are thresholded and the signal then reconstructed.

Another method which may be used to effectively de-noise highly non-stationary signals

is the matching pursuit method. The signal is expanded into waveforms which are called
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atoms that are selected from a large dictionary of functions to match the local signal

structures (Akay 1997). The decomposition is stopped at a certain number of time-

frequency atoms when there are no remaining coherent structures that may be extracted

from the signal. The remaining parts of the signal are incoherent structures and are

assumed to be noise. The coherent structures are recomposed to form the signal leaving

the noise discarded.

Matalgah & Knopp (1994) present multi-resolution filters based on wavelets with an

analytic solution for the scale parameter that provides high stability relative to the level

of additive noise. The filter performance is evaluated for detecting monochromatic signals

embedded in white noise and may be shown to be comparable with matched filters.

Bertrand, Bohorquez & Pernier (1994) employ the wavelet transform to filter and analyse

brain-evoked potentials. Generalised Wiener filtering in the wavelet domain is performed

to de-noise the signal.

The wavelet transform is applied to electroencephalograms (EEGs) in order to decompose

the signals so that they very closely resemble long ensemble averages (which effectively

eliminate noise) at certain scales (Lim, Akay & Daubenspeck 1995). Thus, the need for

long trial recordings may be successfully eliminated.

Whitmal, Rutledge & Cohen (1996) used a wavelet based method for extracting speech

from background noise in digital hearing aids, and the result is an improvement over many

of the previous methods.

Frochaázka, Mudrová & Storek (1998) demonstrated that waveiet de-noising is effective

in removing additive noise from air pollution signals.

Carré, Leman, Fernandez & Marque (1998) employed the wavelet transform to de-noise

uterine electrophysterographies (EHGs) which are corrupted by electronic and electro-

magnetic noise that overlaps with the desired signal spectra making classical de-noising

unsuitable. Two algorithms were used in this study. The first method uses the algorithm

"á trou" with non-symmetrical filters that require little computation time and the results

are comparable with classical de-noising techniques. However, some artefactual peaks are

created by the first de-noising method. The second method which uses orthogonal wavelets
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is an improvement upon the first method. After thresholding the decomposed signal, the

results correspond to the "average of all circulant shifts de-noised by a decimated wavelet

transform." The results of the second method are better than those of the first because

the averaging performed in the method eliminates many of the peaks generated by the

first method.

Wavelet transform domain filtering was used as an adaptive de-noising tool to remove

heart sound noise from lung sound recordings (Hadjileontiadis & Panas 1998). Results of

the study indicate that the WT domain fi,ltering applied to lung sound recordings remove

most of the superimposed heart sound noise producing a relatively noise free signal.

The discrete wavelet transform was shown to dramatically reduce the noise in heart sounds

(Hatt 1OOO, Maple et al. 1999, Maple 1999). Of the orthogonal wavelets employed in this

study, the authors suggested using Daubechies wavelets of order 6 or 7 with a decompo-

sition level between 5 and 7.

Ferguson & Abbott (2000) reported that wavelets were successfully used to de-noise ter-

ahertz pulses in a bio-sensor system.

\4/avelet-based noise removal techniques were used to remove noise from biomechanical

acceleration signals which were obtained from numerical differentiation of displacement

data (Wachowiak, Rash, Quesada & Desoky 2000). The performance of wavelet-based de-

noising was compared with the performance of four traditional de-noising techniques used

in biomechanics. The study concluded that the wavelet-based noise removal techniques

were very effective in removing noise from these signals and even more effective, in some

cases, than the conventional methods used.

Zhang, Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux (1998) reported that the matching pursuit

method is quite efiective in removing Gaussian noise from PCGs. Good results were

obtained with quite high noise levels present. The normalised root-mean-square error

(NRMSE) '$/as computed between the original and reconstructed signals and the results

showed that the NRMSE was around 2.2y for various PCGs tested.

Krishnan & Rangayyan (2000) used a number of signal decomposition techniques including

ivavelet, wavelet packets, and the matching pursuit method to de-noise knee joint vibration
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signals, which are non-stationary and multi-componential in nature. Thus, there is no

way of knowing a pri,ori the noise content. Because noise exists in the desired signal

spectrum, traditional fi.ltering would not be very effective. The authors concluded that

the matching pursuit method worked the best of the three methods followed by wavelet

packet de-noising.

Jiménez, Ortiz, Peña, Charleston, Aljama & González (1999) evaluated the influence of

de-noising via mutual WPs to detect the first and second heart sounds in foetal phonocar-

diograms. The envelope of the signal was then calculated using the Hilbert tansform. 51

and 52 were identified using the envelope and the results \4¡ere compared with and without

the de-noising. It was concluded that the de-noising improves the SNR and detection rate

of the heart sorrnds.

A study was conducted by Jiménez, Ortiz, Peña, Charleston, Aljama k Gonzí"lea (ZOOO)

which evaluated the influence of the wavelet and level of decomposition on two adap-

tive sub-band schemes, for processing foetal PCGs, which use Mutual Information and

Wavelet Packets. Simulated fetal phonocardiograms containing different amounts of noise

were fi.ltered with combinations of the adaptive sub-band schemes where the level of de-

composition and wavelets were varied. Two indices defrned by the authors quantified the

performance of the de-noising method. The optimal level of decomposition was found to

be three and the Daubechies wavelet of the sixth order appeared to perform the best.

The Mutual Information method gave better results than the Wavelet Packet Algorithm.

L.6.2 Other De-noising Methods

Because the desired signal, the PCG, and the noise spectrum overlapped, a modified

adaptive line enhanced (ALE) filter was used to remove the background noise from heart

sounds (Tinati, Bouzerdoum & Mazumdar 1996, Tinati 1998). Feedback was used to

^^--,^-+ +l^^ ^-:^:-^l ^l^^+:-,^ l:-^ ^-l^^-^^*^-+ 4l+^-:*+^ ^ -^l^ -^*^ ^-,^+^^ .nL^ L^-;^uultvcru urtç urr6ttrcù¡ ctucüyùrvç tltr5 Sltlloltu5llt5tlu ¡rlu5l rtrùu o lJur5-¿çtw DJDUSru. rrrç uoÞru

concept of the modification to the ALE filter is the addition of poles into the pass-band

region of the ALE filter. This scaled and delayed the output which was added to the

input generating poles inside the unit circle. The modified ALE filter was tested using a

sinusoid with additive white noise. The modified filter proved to perform better. Tests
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also confirmed an increase in performance of the modified ALE filter over the original

ALE fllter when applied to heart sounds. The parameter values of the modified ALE

filter like the number of filter taps, decorrelation delay, the feedback delay parameter,

." and the number of taps in the feedback loop were chosen on the basis that poles were to

be placed close to the unit circle in the band-pass region. By positioning these poles in

this manner, the frequency response curve of the filter in the pass-band filter was improved

while the sidelobes were attenuated resulting in better performance.

1.5.3 Time-Flequency and Time-Scale Analysis

The Fourier Tlansform (FT) is not a very good tool to analyse the PCG because impor-

tant time events and features are lost and the spectral resolution is not that good (El-Asir,

Khadra, Al-Abbasi & Mohammed 1-996, Ewing et al. 1985, Ewing et al. 1986, Matalgah,

I(nopp & Mawagdeh 1-998, Sawada, Ohtomo, Tanaka, Tanaka, Yamakoski, Terachi, Shi-

mamoto, Nakagawa, Satoh, Kuroda & Limura 1997). This is essentially due to the fact

tliLat with Fourier analysis it does not matter uhenfrequency components appear in a sig-

riàl, because the signal is integrated over aII time. However, some studies were performed

lòir heart sounds using the FFT to obtain information about their frequency content (Yo-

ganathan, Gupta, Corcoran, Udwadia, Sarma & Bing L976, Yoganathan, Gupta, Udwadia,

Miller, Corcoran, Sarma, Johnson & Bing 1976) and Yoganathan (1976) provides several

recommendations on how the FFT may be used and computed in order to avoid common

pitfalls encountered when using the technique.

Using FFT analysis and linear predictive coding techniques, Hearn, Gopal, Ghista, Robin-

son, Tihal, Mazumdar & Bogner (1933), Nandagopal, Bogner & Mazumdar (1980),

Nandagopal et al. (1981), Nandagopal k Mazumdar (1931), Nandagopal (1984), and

Nandagopal, Mazumdar & Bogner (1984) investigated the spectral analysis of heart

sounds and vibration analysis of the mitral and aortic heart valves and ventricular cham-

ber. The aim of this work was to determine the valvular and myocardial properties and

their pathologies with a non-invasive test. The heart sound signal analysis and the cor-

responding structural vibration analyses rvere correlated to develop this technique. The

linear predictive coding procedure was found to have a higher frequency resolution for
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analysing heart sounds than the FFT method.

The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is an improvement over the FT, but normally,

the STFT does not provide adequate time-frequency resolution of the PCG compared to

modern methods such as the wavelet transform. Spectrograms of phonocardiograms are

reported as early as the 1940's and may trace their origins to the spectral analysis of

speech (Geckeler, Likoff, Mason, Riesz & Wirth 1954, Potter Ig47, Riesz 1949). Winder,

Perry & Caceres (1965) provided an improvement to the clarity of the spectrogram by

using contour displays. Spectrograms have proven to be of clinical use in identifying

murmurs, and aortic ball variance in patients with valve prostheses (Geckeler et al. 1954,

Hylen, Kloster, Herr, Starr & Griswold 1969). Wood & Barry (1994) concluded that the

first heart sound consisted primarily of stationar¡r or almost stationary components and

superimposed impulses; thus, quasistationary methods like the STFT may be sufficient.

Improved time-frequency results may be obtained using the STFT if certain adjustments

are made. Djebbari & Reguig (2000) demonstrated that, by adjusting the size of the

sliding time window using a Hamming window, an acceptable result may be reached.

The duration of the heartbeat, spectral content and time-frequency views may be seen.

F\rrthermore, Jamous, Durand, Langlois, Lanthier, Pibarot & Carioto (1992) reported

that a time-window duration of 16 to 32 ms for a spectrogram of a PCG in dogs provided

adequate resolution.

Another alternative to the FFT as a tool to analyse spectral content is the maximum

entropy method. Ewing et al. (1985) and Ewing et al. (1986) used the maximum entropy

method instead of the FFT to analyse the third heart sound in children because the FFT

did not provide adequate resolution.

Debiais, Durand, Pibarot & Guardo (1997) and Debiais, Durand, Guo & Guardo (1997)

compared various time-frequenôy representation techniques, including the spectrogram,

Choi-\Milliams distribution and Bessel distribution, in their ability to represent six differ-

ent heart murmurs. The basic characteristics of several types of murmurs were determined

and then were simulated in order to test the previously mentioned time-frequency repre-

sentation techniques. It was found that no single technique was optimal for all6 murmurs,

but that a spectrogram using a Hamming window of 30 ms provided the best compromise
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of the methods tested.

Another study compared several time-frequency methods, including the spectrograph,

STFT and Binomial time-frequency transform, for their capacity to represent the first

heart sound (Wood, Buda & Barry 1992). It was found that the Binomial representation

provided the best resolution of the time-frequency details. The spectrogram proved to

be better than the spectrograph because the spectrograph resulted in large amounts of

smearing and the Fourier transforms have better resolution frequency estimates than

bandpass filters which are used for the spectrograph'

Einstein, Kunzelman, Reinhall, Tapia, Thomas, Rothnie & Cochran (1999) reported that

time-frequency analysis can be used as a tool to obtain a "signature" of radiated vibrations

of the mitral valve which correspond with numerical models.

The wavelet transform (\MT) provides much better resolution of heart sounds than the

STFT. Khadra, Matalgah, El-Asir & Mawagdeh (1991) showed that the WT was useful in

obtaining qualitative and quantitative measurements of the time-frequency characteristics

of the PCG and demonstrated this fact with an example by calculating the time interval

between A2 and P2 (components of the second heart sound) which may change if a

pathological condition is present. A study comparing the STFT, Wigner Distribution
l,

(WD), and WT for time-frequency PCG representation concluded that the \MT has clear

advantages over the other two methods (Khadra et al. 1991). The WT also allows for clear

measurement of the time gap between the A2 and P2 components of 52 (Khadra et al.

1991). Obiadat & Matalgah (1992) also concluded that the WT outperforms the STFT in

time-frequency resolution and again points out the fact that the WT can detect A2 and

P2 of the second heart sound. El-Asir et at. (1996) demonstrated that the \MT was useful

for separating normal and abnormal PCGs especially in classifying heart murmurs. Using

the wavelet transform and neural networks, systolic murmurs have been classified with a

high success rate (Shino et al. 1997). Matalgah et al. (1998) conducted a study where the

FT, STFT, pseudo-WD, and \MT were applied to normal and abnormal PCGs, and it was

concluded that the WT was the most appropriate technique of the previously mentioned

methods to analyse the PCG because it possesses good time resolution for high-frequency

components, and allowed for the exact measurement of the time gap between the A2 and
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P2 components. Kim, Lee, Yeo, Han & Hong (1999) also came to similar conclusions as

Matalgah et al. (1998) irr a study that compared the STFT, WD and WT. In the study

done by Matalgah et al. (1998), an interesting time-frequency algorithm is presented that

uses a combination of the WT and STFT.

An interesting three-part study first simulated the first heart sound, secondly compared

the performance of five time-frequency representations of the simulated 51 while vary-

ing parameters including noise, and then used the best time-frequency representation

to investigate the intracardiac and the thoracic flrst heart sounds in dogs (Chen, Du-

rand & Lee 1997, Chen, Durand, Guo & Lee 1997, Chen, Durand, Lee & Wieting 1997).

The five time-frequency representation methods were the spectrogram, time-varying auto-

regressi're (AR) modelling, binomial reduced interference distribution, Bessel distribution

and cone-kernel distribution. Of the five, the cone-kernel distribution was found to be the

best technique for the time-frequency analysis of signals such as the simulated S1.

In recent years, the matching pursuit method has become an increasingly popular method

to use in time-frequency representations of complex signals. Akay & Szeto (1995) per-

formed a study which used the matching pursuit method to analyse the effects of morphine

on highly non-stationary foetal breathing rates. The MP method was chosen over the WT

method because it may not accurately represent signals whose FTs have narrow frequency

support. The MP method was found to be superior to the STFT and WT in finding mul-

tiple periodicities in the foetal breathing signals. In a study, which applied the matching

pursuit method to 11 PCGs containing heart sounds and different murmurs, it was found

that the time-frequency representation of these PCGs was suitable and effective (Zhang,

Durrand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998). Also, the effectiveness of the MP method is

tied to the optimisation of the parameters used for the decomposition of the PCGs.

L.6.4 Classification and Feature Extraction

Classification and feature extraction have proven to be useful tools in extracting hidden

information from the complex PCG signal that is not revealed to the naked eye. If this

information is extracted and sorted based upon a classifrcation system, various pathologi-

cal conditions may be efficiently diagnosed. There are many types of classifications which
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have been performed based upon temporal features, spectral content and time-frequency

features. Some of these studies are reviewed below.

An early study that began in 1960 was aimed at developing a fast and reliable test for

the early detection of cardiovascular disease (Gerbarg, Holcomb, Hofler, Bading, Schultz

& Sears 1962). Large numbers of PCGs vuere recorded and were analysed to automati-

cally classify the PCGs into different groups. Most heart sounds were generally classified

correctly using spectral content.

Karpman et al. (1975) presented an interesting study which examined the use of syn-

chronous averaging of PCG envelopes to make the system more robust to noise and then

used the signal to access 80 patients having one of six common systolic murmurs. This

technique resulted in a correct diagnosis rate of 89%.

Linear prediction analysis was used to classify various patterns (such as different types

of murmurs) in phonocardiograms (Iwata, Suzumura & Ikegaya 1977). The system used

a. single beat recorded from the apex or portion 3L through an H-type filter. The char-

acteristics for each class were shown using spectral contours and the classification rate

was quite acceptable. Iwata et al. (1977) mentioned different PCG classification systems

which have previously been reported that make use of PCGs recorded at several points on

lhe chest of the qrlbject along with the ECG and then analysed the temporal features such

as zero crossings and amplitude. His system presented an improvement on such systems

because only one PCG recording was needed.

Iwata, Boedeker, Dudeck, Pabst & Suzumura (1983) presented several procedures which

may be used for classifying PCGs. A distance measure, which evaluates the similarity

between two signals and is derived from linear predictive analysis, is used to classify PCGs

of normal patients and subject with difierent types of murmurs. The total correct rate of

classification was reported to be over 70Yo.

Baranek, Lee, Cloutier & Durand (1989) write of an interesting method for automatically

detecting sounds and murmurs in patients who have an lonescu-Shiley aortic bioprosthe-

ses, as automatic detection of murmurs and events is much more efficient than performing

the process manually. The algorithm uses o priori, knowledge of the spectral and tem-

poral characteristics of the first and second heart sounds and other features. The PCG
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envelope and noise levels are estimated iteratively in order to identify certain events in

the PCG. The study concluded that this method is very effective in detecting the second

heart sound and the aortic component of the second heart sound and perhaps may be

useful in identifying murmurs.

The abilities of two different pattern recognition metho<is (or classifiers) to detect valvular

degeneration were tested in patients with a porcine bioprosthetical heart valve (Durand,

Blanchard, Cloutier, Sabbah & Stein 1990). The first method was based on the Gaussian-

Bayes model and the second used the "nearest neighbour" algorithm with three distance

measurements. Both methods performed very well with the best record (98%) being

obtained using the Bayes classifier and two patterns of six features each.

A study was performed which empioyeci the waveiet transform to describe and recognise

certain cardiac events from the ECG (Senhadji, Carrault, Bellanger & Passariello 1995).

The choice of wavelet family, analysing function and levels of decomposition were dis-

cussed. Different types of descriptions have been examined which are an energy-based

representation and the extrema distribution estimated at every decomposition level. The

capability of these methods has been tested using principal component analysis. Their

abiiity to discriminate between normal and various pathological heart sounds has been

analysed using linear descriminent analysis. The results need to be confirmed on a larger

study population. It would be interesting to apply a similar technique to PCGs.

Using a technique which relied on the wavelet transform and the analytical signal, the

distributions of the heart rate variation (HRV) in healthy subjects may be described by a

single function while patients with a cardiopulmonary instability caused by sleep apnoea

could not be, thus producing a method to discriminate between the two groups (Ivanov,

Rosenblum, Peng, Mietus, Havlin, Stanley & Goldberger 1996). A new method was pre-

sented for exact classification of patients with different levels of coronary artery diseases

and different ejection fraction (Tkacz, I(ostka & I{omorowski 1998). The wavelet trans-

¡IL¡!-llt---I:-I1-TTnIf-:--,--1,---,-1r:---, l,--,-----,--l-I---,-,--L-rot'tll all(l aoapurve il.I[erÈr wel.e aPPue(l uu rlrl,v ¡üBll'ar¡i l.e¡iuruurt llr ö r'eö¡iorraury äçuuraue

and non-invasive method. HRV was studied using scale specific variance and a scaling ex-

ponent to differentiate between healthy and pathological subjects using the \¡VT as a tool

among other methods (Ashkenazy, Lewkowicz, Levitan, Havlin, Saermark, Moelgaard,
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Thomsen, Moler, Hintze & Huikuri L999, Ashkenazy, Lewkowicz, Levitan, Havlin, Saer-

mark, Moelgaard & Thomsen 2000). The variance measure at certain scales separates

healthy subjects from those with cardiac conditions. The scaling exponents perform bet-

ter than the variance measure for cumulative survival probability. Significant amounts of

research has been performed on the topic of HRV and the reader may refer these studies for

further information (Cavalcanti 2000, Dickhaus, Maier, Khadra & Maayah 1998, Qader,

Khadra & Dickhaus 1999, Raymond 1999, Sawada et al. L997, Vinson, Khadra, Maayah

& Dickhaus 1995).

Shen & Sun (1997) investigated the use of a non-Gaussian AR model and a parametric

estimation in analysing normal and abnormal PCGs. The non-Gaussian AR model of

PCGs is applied to uncover quadratic non-linear interactions and to classify two classes of

phonocardiograms using the parametric bispectral estimate (which is shown to be highly

immune to background noise). Many actual PCGs were analysed using these techniques

,revealing that quadratic non-linearities exist in normal and pathological PCGs. It was

also shown that parametric bispectral techniques are useful for analysing the PCG.

A'new method for graphically representing heart sounds and murmurs is presented in

Tovalr-Corona & Torry (1997) which uses stylised diagrams. These diagrams can later be

úsed as a standard for classifying murmurs because current methods are very subjective

and often are just a written description of the murmur. Fbequency domain analysis, which

uses AR modelling, performs much better than time domain analysis for identification of

heart sounds and murmurs. Two different diagrams give information in the time and

frequency domains. Individual heartbeats are separated. Then the main heart sounds

and other features such as murmurs are segmented with spectral estimation. Finally, two

diagrams giving the shape in time and spectral content are drawn of the cycle with the

loudest murmur.

Tovar-Corona & Torry (1998) present another study dealing with murmurs in which a

time-frequency representation is found to give interesting information on the characteris-

tics of murmurs. The Continuous Wavelet tansform is applied to the PCGs of L0 patients,

who are diagnosed with Aortic Stenosis and have systolic murmurs, to obtain three dimen-

sional time-frequency representations. The dominant frequencies are highlighted which
¡
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provides a very readable representation that reveals the variation of spectral content and

intensity of the murmur. Some of the murmurs demonstrate characteristic rising and

falling tones which suggests varying degrees of severity.

Multi-resolution wavelet analysis of heartbeat intervals u¡as used to discriminate between

healthy patients and those with cardiac pathologies (Thurner, Feurstein & Teich 1998,

Thurner, Feurstein, Lowen & Teich 1998). Applying the wavelet transform with a scale

window of between 16 to 32 beats, produced widths of the R-R wavelet coefficients that

fall into separate sets for normal and heart-failure patients resulting in 100% classification.

Dickhaus, Khadra, Lipp & Schweizer (1992) and Dickhaus & Heinrich (1998) examined

the use of time-frequency representations such as the STFT, WT and Wigner distribution

as a clinical tool for analysing late potentials in the ECG. Overall, it was found that the

WT performed the best for the task because the STFT provided poor resolution while

the WD produced smearing. It was demonstrated that the signal energy of a certain

time-frequency region could correctly discriminate between 90% of. patients and control

subjects which were surveyed.

It was demonstrated that differences between normal and abnormal heart sounds may be

seen in the time-frequency distribution computed using the cochlear wavelet transform

(Jandre & Souza 1997). These differences may be seen in the scalograms which have

morphological differences in the duration and spectral content of heart sounds. In the

future, it might be possible to design an automatic diagnostic system using the cochlear

wavelet based scalogram.

In Kovacs & Torok (1998), an improved method for acoustical foetal heart rate monitoring

is presented that reduces the number and length of the faulty sections of the foetal heart

rate diagram when there are large interferences due to noise. The algorithm makes use

of an adaptive correlation on the abstracted form of the detected signal power which is

measured on two frequency channels. If this method is implemented using a portable

electronic circuit, foetal heart rate may be passively monitored for long periods of time.

Bentley, Grant & McDonnell (1998) compared time-frequency and time-scale techniques

for classifying native and bioprosthetic heart valves. Morphological features, which were

obtained using the Choi-William distributions, achieved 96% correct classification for
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native valve populations and 6l% for those with the bioprosthetic heart valves. The

\MT feature set obtained better results with 100% correct classification for native valve

populations and 87% f.or those with the implanted valves.

A heart sound analysis and acquisition system is described by Zehan, Shiyong, Li, Yuli &

Shouzhong (1998). The system records the PCG and calculates the amplitude of various

heart sound components, and the duration of each component of the heart sound. The

system then analyses the heart sound based upon these factors and classifies the heart

sounds as normal or pathological. Of 50 abnormal samples analysed, the coincidence rate

compared to the opinion of a cardiologist was 86%.

A technique, called the phonocardiogram exercise test, for detecting cardiac reserve in

healthy and diseased patients using the PCG is presented (Xiao, Xiao, Cao, Zhot k
Pei 1999). Changes in the cardiac state may be seen in the PCG. Comparing the PCG

before and after'exercise, allows these changes to be examined because changes in the

amplitude of 51 are closely linked with the maximum rate or rise of left ventricular

pressure which measures cardiac contractility. A portable system on a laptop computer

has been implemented which is relatively cheap, easy to use, and reliable.

1,6 Scope of Thesis and Justification of Research

Phonocardiograms are an important tool in the field of cardiology as changes in the heart

may be reflected by PCGs much sooner than by other diagnostic tools such as ECGs.

They are also non-invasive involving no trauma to the patient, quick, inexpensive and

may be stored for future use. However, phonocardiograms are not as widely used as they

could possibly be for a number of reasons including lack of standardised equipment and

procedures and problems with noise.

Noise is produced from a number of sources including thoracic muscular noise (Zhang,

Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), peristaltic intestine noise (Zhang, Durand,

Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), respiratory noises, foetal heartbeat noise ifthe subject

is pregnant, noise caused by contact with the instrumentation and ambient noise. Thus,

the problem of noise removal in phonocardiography is very important for the development
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of phonocardiography as a widely used clinical tool.

Although attempts have been made to model heart sounds (Baykal, Ider & Köymen

1991, Chen, Durand & Lee 1997, Cloutier et al. L987, Debiais, Durand, Pibarot &

Guardo 1997, Durand, Langlois, Lanthier, Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-

Bradley 1990ø), the genesis of heart sounds is not well understood and it is not completely

known a priori what the PCG signal content is resulting in diffi.culty using traditional

de-noising methods which typically rely on a priori knowledge of the signal. Overlapping

signal and noise spectra also present another problem. Several time-frequency and time-

scale decomposition based algorithms for de-noising including wavelet, optimised wavelet,

wavelet packets and matching pursuit de-noising algorithms, are examined to see which

method performs better for de-noising PCGs. A'.'eraging is also used as a de-noising

method, This research is part of an ongoing effort to produce a cheap, reliable, and easy

to use phonocardiogram system.

Once a clean PCG is obtained, it is useful to extract features and distinguishing char-

acteristics from the signal in an attempt to differentiate healthy and pathological cases.

Various methods were explored in this area including use of the phase-space diagram,

Hilbert Tlansfbrm, instantaneous signal parameters and the cardiosynchrogram.

Chapter 1 introduces the subject of the thesis and gives some background information.

Chapter 2 gives a background and history of phonocardiography and provides information

about the instrumentation and procedures used to obtain the data. Chapter 3 provides

information on the theory of the de-noising methods used. Once the reader has the

necessary background to understand the de-noising study, Chapter 4 gives the results and

recommendations of the de-noising study. After the PCG has been de-noised, Chapter

5 presents the different methods that were explored in relation to feature extraction and

classification of the PCG. Chapter 6 summarises the results and conclusions reached and

provides recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. ESUIPMENT AND DATA ACQUISITION

2.L fntroduction

Auscultation of the heart may be defined as listening to the sounds and vibrations pro-

duced by heart muscles contracting, blood moving through veins, arteries, and the heart,

and the motion of the heart valves (Tinati 1998). Auscultation is the standard test per-

formed when evaluating the condition of the cardiac system because it is easy to perform,

requires little time, is inexpensive and non-invasive. Auscultation is normally accom-

plished using a stethoscope to aid the imperfect human ear in detection of the heart

sounds. Graphical recordings of heart sounds are called phonocardiograms, and a micro-

phone picks up heart sounds which are then recorded by some device.

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how the PCG and ECG recordings were

obtained and to describe the equipment which was used in this process. In Section 2.2,

a history of phonocardiography and auscultation is given to show how the technique was

developed as a clinical tool (an extensive history and development of phonocardiography

up to the 1950's is given in McKusick (1953)). Then, in Section 2.3, the signal acquisition

process is illustrated and the equipment used is described. In the final section of this

chapter, information is presented regarding the patients and the ECG and PCG recordings

which were obtained.

2.2 History of Phonocardiography and Auscultation

2.2.L Limitations of the Human Ear

Listening to the human heart (known as auscultation) is a very old and useful technique,

which dates back to the days of Hippocrates around 400 BC, for the diagnosis of heart

diseases and conditions (Selig 1993, Luisada 1965). The goal of auscultation is to predict

as far in advance as possible the development of a cardiac pathological condition (Selig

1ee3).

Important factors to obtain the maximum benefit of cardiac auscultation as a clinical diag-

nostic tool include the ability to hear a wide range of frequencies with adequate sensitivity,
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to selectively listen to different sounds and experience in recognising and classifying heart

sounds and murmurs (Selig 1993). PCGs and electronic stethoscopes attempted to aid

the human ear in overcoming certain difficulties in hearing, but they were introduced too

early and lacked standardisation making them unreliable and diffi.cult to use (Selig 1993).

Figure 2.1 Relative frequency ranges from Selig (1993)

Due to the design and limitations of the human ear, it has difficulties discerning certain

cardiac events which is demonstrated in Figures 2.1. The average adult hearing range

is about 50-12,000 Hz with the ear performing best and possessing the best frequency

discrimination between 1-2 kHz (Selig 1993). The human ear has difficulty discriminating

between different frequencies of sound equally as the volume is varied often resulting

in difrculties diagnosing heart murmurs and sounds; a remedy to this problem is to

amplify the low-frequency sounds because high volume enables low-frequency sounds to

be heard (Selig 1993). Ambient noise may also mask cardiac sounds resulting in difficulties

discerning the actual heart sounds especially in hospital rooms or examining wards which

may have up to 70 dBs of ambient noise while the first heart sound heard at the apex

is only 20-60 dBs and the volume of the second heart sound at the aortic area is 30-70

dBs (Selig 1993, Groom et al. 1956). The third and fourth heart sounds are often missed

because they have very low frequency content and are quite faint. There is also a time
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delay of up to 1 second, known as temporal summation, associated with hearing the full

intensity of a sound and the human ear cannot differentiate between time intervals smaller

than 20 milliseconds (Selig 1993).

2.2.2 Development of the Art of Auscultation and the Stetho-

scope

Since the time of Hippocrates, doctors have applied their ears to the chest of the patient

listening for sounds emanating from the heart (Selig 1993). However, it was not until

1628 that Harvey became the fi.rst person to record his belief that the heart caused an

audible pulsation (Luisada 1965). In 1715, James Douglas heard and described aortic

regurgitation sounds (Selig 1993). In 1764, William Hunter described arteriovenous fistula

(Selig 1993). The idea of using sounds coming from internal organs to detect disease

originated with Jean Nicholas Corvisart in 1806 (Selig 1993). Gaspard Laurent Bayle

taught René Théophile Hyacinthe Laennec direct auscultation (ear applied to the chest

of the patient), but Laennec thought this was quite inconvenient and often embarrassing

for the patient (Selig 1993). So, Laennec rolled a sheet of paper into a cylinder and

put one end on the patient's chest and the other to his ear which worked better than

direct auscultation, thus inventing the stethoscope (from Greek "to view the chest" ) in

1818 (Selig 1993, Luisada 1965). Laennec described the first and second heart sounds

and also described murmurs but they were misinterpreted due to incomplete knowledge

of physiology (Luisada 1965).

In the second half of the twentieth century Laennec's stethoscope underwent modifications

and improvements (See Figure 2.2) described by (Selig 1993). Monoaural flexible stetho-

scopes were designed by Nicholas Comins in 1829. In 1855, George Cammann invented a

binaural small, rigid chest piece which was connected to two flexible tubes that went to

the ears of the auscultator. The diaphragm and membrane chest piece were contrived by

R. L. M. Bowls in 1894. In 1926, Howard B. Sprague introduced the combination chest

piece.

Before the invention of the stethoscope, cardiac diagnosis was based on the patient's
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account of their illness, the patient's skin colour, tongue condition and pulse (Selig 1993).

In the 1820s, with the invention of the stethoscope, members of the medical fraternity

challenged auscultation but autopsies proved it to be correct. However, the role of the

stethoscope declined with the introduction of phonocardiography in 1908.
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Figure 2.2 Timeline of the evolution of the acoustic stethoscope. Modified from Selig (1993)

2.2.2.1 From the Acoustic Stethoscope to the Electronic Stethoscope

Previous discussion has pointed out that the human ear, while having a wide hearing

range, is not perfectly suited for auscultation. Electronic stethoscopes have evolved over

the past 80 years but they were too early to the marketplace, were unreliable and difficult

to use (Selig 1993). Even today, electronic stethoscopes are not preferred over acoustic
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stethoscopes, as was proved in a study performed on many doctors and nurses where three

acoustic stethoscopes and electronic stethoscopes were cxamined, acoustic stethoscopes

were favoured 7L% of the time and 29% of. the time electronic stethoscopes \¡/ere preferred

(Grenier et al. 1998). The first electronic stethoscopes for teaching with multiple listener

capability were introduced in 1923 (Selig 1993). In 1952, Maico Company developed a

device that could provide amplification of f 15 to -100 dB where the peak sensitivity was

at 500 Hz (Selig 1993).

Limitations of the acoustic stethoscope include: the lack of amplification of heart sounds,

attenuation of high frequency sounds, and the high pressure which is applied to the ears by

some stethoscope models in order to isolate the heart sounds from the ambient noise (Gre-

nier et al. 1998). Electronic stethoscopes overcome one of the main limitationsof acorrstic

stethoscopes because they amplify heart sounds but they also introduce limitations in-

cluding the generation of electronic noise, their sensitivity to impact and environmental

noise, poor ergonomic design, and their use of electronic filters, which has no practical

meaning to medical practitioners, instead of the standard bell and diaphragm (Grenier

et al. 1998). A" ideal electronic stethoscope would have the benefits of both the acoustic

and electronic stethoscopes without having their limitations such as electronic and am-

bient noise, and they should be ergonomic and easy to use (Grenier et al. 1998). Thus,

techniques for noise removal, are of crucial importance for electronic stethoscopes.

2.2.3 The Introduction of Phonocardiography

Various developrnents led to the PCG being favoured over the stethoscope by 1908 (Selig

1993). In 1893, K. Huerthle of Breslau described a rnethod of inscribing heart sounds

(Luisada 1965, Selig 1993). He connected the output of a microphone through an inductor

whose secondary coil was connected to the nerve of a frog muscle preparation which

marked on a smoked drum using an a+"tached. le.,'er. The following ¡¡ear, the first PCGs

similar to those in use today were recorded by William Einthoven with Geluc in Leyden

using Lippman's capillary electrometer which was used to record the first ECGs (Selig

1993). In 1904, precordial vibrations with optical amplifications (called the Flank segment

capsule) r¡/ere recorded by Otto Fþank in Munich. trn 1909, Carl J. Wiggers modified
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Frank's PCG and graphically displayed recordings; however, the method suffered from

limitations in the frequency response of the membrane which was used in the frequency

capsule. In 1907, Einthoven used a string galvanometer to record heart sounds, but the

problem with this method is that there is an enormous range of intensities of heart sounds

often resulting in damage to the string.

For the methods of indirect phonocardiography or phonocardiography using a string gal-

vanometer, there was no way of applying electrical filtration so acoustic filtration was

used (Selig 1993). This was accomplished by using an air leak in the tube connecting the

chest piece with the FYank capsule or microphone.

In 1942, Maurice Rappaport and Howard Sprague outlined methods for use of electronic

amplification and galvanometers (of a different type) in phonocardiography which became

the predominant technique used in phonocardiography (Selig 1993). They reported that

if low frequencies were filtered considerably then the PCG resembled auscultation.

Until the time that Bell Telephone Laboratories method of spectroscopy was used to study

heart sounds and murmurs by Geckeler who named it cardiospectrography and by McKu-

sick who called it spectral phonocardiography, all phonocardiography was oscillographic

phonocardiography (Selig 1993). Developed in the 1950s, cardiospectrography or spectral

phonocardiography possessed the capacity to spread out the frequency spectrum by using

the Heterodyne electronic filter which could focus on specified frequency ranges. Huggins

developed phase filtering which allowed heart sounds to be represented more accurately.

With the arrival of the wide bandpass filter, transients were now able to be displayed. A

problem existed with establishing normal values for PCGs because the range of sounds is

enormous ranging from a faint diastolic murmur which would be represented by a mark

Iess than 2 millimetres long to a large marking representing a systolic murmur. To correct

this problem, voltage limitation was introduced; so that if one was searching for a faint

diastolic murmur, the voltage could be limited to a small range, thus making the d.iastolic

murmur more evident. To make the identification of heart sounds easier, reference sig-

nals such as the ECG were introduced. Flequency shifting is also now possible for PCG

recordings making sub-audible frequencies audible.

Phonocardiography has not progressed as quickly as other diagnostic methods because of
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lack of standards in equipment and recording locations, poor understanding of the heart

sound mechanisms and the complexity of PCGs, but signal processing has aided in the

development of phonocardiography (Wood & Barry 1995).

An important use of signal processing in the area of phonocardiography is noise removal.

There are many sources of noise which may pollute the PCG including thoracic muscu-

Iar noise (Zhang, Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), peristaltic intestine noise

(Zhang, Durand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux 1998), respiratory noises, foetal heart sound

noise if the subject is pregnant, noise caused by contact with the instrumentation and

ambient noise. The noise present in each case depends on the state of the subject, the

instrumentation used, and the environment which the PCG was recorded in. Groom et al.

(1956) found that the backgrorrnrl sorrnd level in hospitals and- clinics was quite high being

on the order of 60 to 70 dBs. A sound-proof room was constructed which reduced noise

levels on the order of 35 dBs. The effect of noise on the auscultatory performance of forty

doctors v/as measured under simulated stethoscope examinations. The average results of

the group demonstrated that the same murmur heard in the sound proof room had to be

increased 12 times in intensity to be heard under normal noise conditions in clinics and

hospitals. Reducing hospital noise levels to the orrler of 35 dBs would not be economical

except in the case of a sound-proof examining room which is not practical. Faint heart

murmurs, which are very often of the most importance in diagnosing early heart disease,

may be easily masked by ambient noise. Thus, commonly found levels of background noise

seriously impair the ability of the medical practitioner to discern heart murmurs through

a conventional stethoscope. Recording the heart sounds through phonocardiograms and

applying noise removal techniques may reveal faint heart murmurs which previously would

have gone undetected. Modern signal processing techniques may also have applications

in the area of complex signal analysis of the PCG to reveal hidden information contained

in the PCG.

2.2.4 Some Modern Phonocardiography Systems

The aim of this section is to provide a brief review of some of the more modern phonocar-

diography systems which have been developed that make use of the personal computer.
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A simple system for phonocardiographic analysis is described in Nandagopal et al. (1981).

The ECG and PCG are recorded via standard limb electrodes and appropriate microphone

respectively and after some processing are recorded on a cassette tape. Flequency analysis

is then applied to the PCG which could be used to determine the peak frequencies of the

first and second heart sounds.

Lehner & Rangayyan (1987) presented a three-channel microcomputer system for phono-

cardiography. It records the PCG, ECG and carotid pulses. Using the ECG and carotid

pulse as references, the PCG is broken down into systolic and diastolic parts. Parameters

which represent the time and frequency domains of the signal are computed. Using these

parameters, murmurs may be detected and classified.

Tavel, Brown & Shander (1994) reported that a system has been developed which has the

capabilities to graphically display the PCG on a hand-held unit, but lacks the capabilities

,to re-play the recorded sound.

An electronic stethoscope has been developed which may be connected to a computer using

a. special module (Durand & Pibarot 1995). The PCG and ECG may be simultaneously

recorded and re-played.

A'more advanced phonocardiographic recording and processing system is described by

tukkarinen, Korhonen, Angerla, Nopanen, Sikio & Sepponen (1997), Lukkarinen, Nopa-

nen, Sikio & Angerla (1997), and Lukkarinen, Sikio, Nopanen, Angerla & Sepponen

'(1997). A hand-held electronic stethoscope which contains an electret microphone and a

bell-type chest piece is connected to a multimedia personal computer. The system has the

capacity to record heart sounds using all the standard multimedia sound formats and. then

replay the PCG. The PCG and the STFT may be simultaneously displayed on the screen.

User-definable digital filters may also be used to obtain better results. They report that

the system is useful in diagnosing murmurs in children.

A non-invasive telemetric heart rate monitoring system is described by Torres-Pereira,

Ruivo, Torres-Periera & Couto (1997). The system uses a piezoelectric sensor to detect

the heart sounds. It has an advantage over electrocardiography in heart rate monitor-

ing because it only uses a single probe instead of multiple wire connections. The most

prominent heart sound, 51, is detected and used to determine the heart rate.
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Another example of remote patient monitoring is given in Bell et al. (1998). The system

acquires the ECG, PCG and patient temperature, and these are transmitted to a personal

computer. Commercially available software may be used for displaying and analysing the

data.

Yet another system has been developed which will simultaneously record the ECG and

PCG (Guo et al. 1998). The system has the capacity to perform spectral and time-

frequency analysis of the stored signals which may be useful for detecting murmurs and

other conditions. This system was implemented using LabVIETW software and is relatively

inexpensive and reliable.

2.3 Signal (ECG /PCG) Acquisition Process

2.3.L Overvie\M of the PCG-ECG System

The system for obtaining the PCG and ECG from a patient is represented by the block

diagram in Figure 2.3. The ECG signal, a summation of voltages from different areas

of the body, is amplified by a system described later and the PCG signal, a recording of

heart sounds, is connected to the A/D converter. The A/D converter outputs a digital

signal which may be stored on the computer for further manipulation^ The signals are

sampled simultaneously, so that both may be used at once. F\rrther information on the

PCG-ECG system including a circuit diagram and PCB layout may be found in Appendix

C and the following sections.

2.3.2 Recording the PCG

2.3.2.1 Pick-up devices

Heart sounds are acoustic waves. Thus, a microphone is needed to pick up the sound

\¡/aves. There are many types of microphones which may be used including magnetic mi-

crophones, condenser microphones, piezoelectric sensors, and electret microphones. There

still exists a lack of standardisation for PCG pick-up devices although attempts have been
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Conducting
Electrodes

ECG
System

Electronic
Stethoscope

'1ÃrIN30D

A/D
Converter

Chan 12

Chan 0

PCG
System

To PC

Figure 2.3 ECG-PCG system block diagram, modified from Maple (1999)

made to standardise microphones (Groom L970, Mannheimer 1957, Takagi & Yoshimura

1964). The advantages and disadvantages of different microphone types are discussed

below.

Magnetic microphones are not well suited for picking up heart sounds because they have a

low frequency cutoffof about 50H2, while heart sounds have several frequency components

leÀ,i than 50 Hz (Tinati 1998), and they possess low impedance and sensitivity.

Condenser microphones are used for acoustical recordings and make use of the capacitance

çhange caused by the movement of the diaphragm (Tinati 1998). They possess a cutoff

frequency of around 20 Hz which makes them more suited for picking up low frequency

components of heart sounds than magnetic microphones whose cutoff frequency is much

higher (Tinati 1998). However, due to possessing a higher noise figure resulting from

their higher impedance and sensitivity, they are unsuitable for phonocardiography (Tinati

1998). Another drawback is that they require a relatively high (60-120 V) DC voltage to

polarise their plates (Borwick 1990).

The piezoelectric sensor is a device that is used in many heart sound studies (Beyar, Lev-

kovitz, Braun & Palti 1984, Baranek et al. 1989, Cloutier et al. 1987, Durand, Langlois,

Lanthier, Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley 19904, Durand, Langlois, Lan-

thier, Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley 1990ó, Durand, Langlois, Lanthier,

Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley 1990c, Ewing et al. 1986, Karpman et al.

1975, Jandre & Souza1997, Lehner & Rangayyan 1987, Nandagopal et al. 1981, Tinati

1998, Tovalr-Corona & Torry L997). Tinati (1998) describes how they function. Wafers
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Figure 2.4 The Escope from Cardionics is an electronic stethoscope that is used to record heart
sounds.

or slabs of crystalline or ceramic materials demonstrate electrical polarisation that varies

with mechanical deformations. When the wafers are exposed to torsional or bending

stresses, a potential difference is created between opposite faces of the slabs which is

coined the piezoelectric effect. A normal piezoelectric microphone is composed of layers

of oppositely polarised wafers all connected with metal electrodes attached to them. The

piezo sensor is not being used in this study because the piezoelectric microphone is never

used or readily available in a doctors' surgery and the emphasis in this project has been

to obtain a practical system that would be used in a medical office. The piezo sensor may

be losing information in the PCG because it only picks up the movement of the heart as

it contracts (Maple 1999).

An electronic stethoscope, the Escope from Cardionics, is used to obtain an analogue

signal which is a recording of the heart sounds" It uses an electret microphone which

requires very little current and voltage as opposed to the condenser microphone due to

a simplification in construction (Borwick 1990). Physicians possess extensive training in

the use of the conventional stethoscope, and because the Escope closel¡' resembles the

traditional stethoscope just with additional functionality, it may easily be used by the

doctor. A photo of the Escope may be seen in Figure 2.4and the Escope specifications

are given in Appendix A.

All of the types of microphones discussed pick up noise which can be a problem when
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recording heart sounds. Microphones may be designed so that they aid in noise suppres-

sion . Hök (1991) presents a microphone design for suppressing noise and artifacts. Briefly,

a microphone arrangement made up of a half-bridge of electret elements connected using

polymer tubing and dedicated sensing heads is found to suppress noise and artifacts. The

microphone system is made of widely available and relatively inexpensive components.

The area of noise suppression microphones represents an area open for further research.

More information on types of microphones discussed and the development and study

of microphones in the area of phonocardiography may be found in Blashkin & Yakovlev

(1975), Borwick (1990), Dranetz & Orlacchio (1976), Sukimura & Funada (1971), Luisada

k Zalier (1960), McKusick (1958), Obata, Yoshimura, Ide & Mike (1971), Padmanabhan,

Fischer, Semmlow & Welkowitz (1989), Suzumura & Ikegaya (1977), Van Vollenhoven,

Wallenburg, Van Rotterdam & Van Straaten (1968), Van Vollenhoven & Wallenburg

(1970), Van Vollenhoven (1975), and Vermarient & Van Vollenhoven (1983).

2.3.2,2 Areas of the Chest for PCG Recordings

Typically, there are six areas of the human chest where phonocardiographic recordings

and auscultation are performed. These areas have been derived from studies examining

PCGs and comparing auscultation to the results of catheterisation and autopsy and sur-

gical results. These areas are summarised in this section and are shown in Figure 2.5

(Luisada 1965, Luisada 1980). A study comparing phonocardiographic monitoring loca-

tions concluded that from among several recording sites there was no difference in S1 from

a signal analysisperspective (Rice & Doyle 1995). Thus, the choice of the site should be

based on practical reasons.

2.3.2.2.L Left Ventricle Area (tVA) The LVA is the best place to hear any abnor-

malities in heart sounds which are caused by stenoses in the mitral valve and abnormalities

in the left ventricle and the left atrium. Murmurs of subaortic stenosis and aortic insuffi-

ciency may be heard at this location which is located around the apex.
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Figure 2.5 Areas of the chest for PCG recordings (Luisada 1980, Tinati 1998)

2.3.2.2.2 Right Ventricular Area (RVA) This is the best location to listen to

murmurs of tricuspid stenosis or insufficiency, right ventricular or atrial "gallop", murmurs

of pulmonary insufficiency and of ventricular septal defect. This area encompasses the

lower part of the sternum and the third and fourth intercostal spaces on both sides of the

sternum.

2.3.2.2.3 Left Atrial Area (tAA) When a mitral insufficiency is present, this area

is the best location for recording the characteristic murmur that is produced. The area

above and to the left of the apex is considered the LVA.

2.3.2.2.4 Right Atrial Area (RAA) This area is the optimal location for listening

to and recording the murmur of tricuspid insufficiency. It is typically located 1 to 2 cm

to the right of the sternum in the fourth and fifth intercostal spaces.

2.3.2.2,5 Aortic Area (AA) The sounds which are best heard at this location are

those caused by aortic abnormalities and irregularities of a carotid or subclavian arteries.

This area begins at the first intercostal space and covers up to the third intercostal space.
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2.3.2.2.6 Pulmonary Area (PA) The PA is the best area to hear and record any

abnormalities present in the pulmonary arteries. This area is located between the second

and third left intercostal spaces close to the sternum.

2.3.2.3 The Recording Process

The PCG recording is made by placing the stethoscope normally on the aortic area. The

patient is told to be still and quiet, lean forward a bit and hold their breath if possible.

The PCG is recorded for about 30-60 seconds using the recording system described. A

jack is plugged into the Escope. The output of the jack is connected to channel 12 of the

A/D converter and sampled at 2500 Hz well above the Nyquist frequency for heart sounds

(about 1000 Hz is about the highest frequency ïve see in heart sounds from Figure 2.1

(Selig 1993)). The PCG signal is passed through an anti-aliasing filter whose frequency

response may be seen in Appendix C.

2.3.3 Recording the ECG

The purpose of the ECG system is to detect the electrical pulse generated which causes

the heart to contract. The system for obtaining the electrocardiogram recording was

inherited from work which Leonard Hall and Jarrad Maple completed. The system is

,described in Maple (1999) and Hall (1999), but because these reports are unpublished,

the system will be described for the sake of completeness here.

In the work of Hall and Maple, a different stethoscope, the Analyst, was used, and ref-

erences to it may be found. However, this particular stethoscope was found to have

problems with the software and power supply, and the use of it was discontinued. For our

study the ECG system is identical, but the Analyst is replaced by the Escope.

The specifications for the ECG system are as follows.

¡ The output is sampled by the A/D converter.

¡ The system voltage is 12 V.

o The system must have low output impedance
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o The maximum output voltage of the system should be 5 V

o The system is designed for a sampling frequency of SkHz and uses third order

butterworth filter at 2 kHz.

¡ The system is mounted on the same PCB as the PCG.

o All cables in the system must be robust and shielded as protection from noise

e The system must have high input impedance because the skin has high output

impedance.

'ECIG:Eead

Figure 2.6 Positioning of the ECG electrodes. The *ve input is located just below the right
collarbone of the patient, the -ve input is on the sixth rib under the left arm, and the Ground

electrode is located on the right wrist. Modified from (Maple 1999)

To obi;ain i;he ECG, i;he voii;age ciifference i¡etween i;wt¡ eiecirorjes, iu corÍact wrth ûire

skin, is measured. The electrodes use a conductive gel and a pad with a fairly large

surface area to give a highly conductive contact between the skin and the ECG leads.

The electrodes may be positioned any number of ways. A simple configuration is used

here as may be seen in Figure 2.6:

,üw
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o fve slightly below the right collarbone.

. -ve on the sixth rib under the left arm

r Ground lead on the right wrist

The body has a high impedance which could cause problems. The problem of high

impedance of the body was resolved by connecting the electrodes directly to the *ve

inputs of the operational amplifier. Next, the two signals are passed through a difference

amplifier. A high pass filter is used to remove any DC component present. At the last

stage of the signal processing, there is an anti-aliasing filter present at 2 kHz. The output

impedance is 10 kCI. The circuit diagram of the system and the frequency response of the

filters may be seen in Appendix C. An oversight was made when setting the sampling

frequency of the ECG. Although the ECG system was designed to sample at 5 kHz, we

only sampled the ECG at 2.5 kHz. However, this is not important in this study because

the only function of the ECG was to serve as a gating reference for the PCG. The sampling

rate was correctly set for the PCG.

The original ECG-PCG system which used the Analyst was implemented on a printed

circuit board (PCB), which is shown in Appendix C, because it ïvas more reliable and

noise free than a circuit built by hand on a breadboard. The PCB has inputs for a piezo

sensor which is no longer being used and ECG electrodes. The output is passed to the

WIN3OD A/D card in the PC. The tracks on the PCB were designed to have a width of

30 mm for the ease of soldering and to avoid current overload. The PCB has dimensions

of 10.16 cm by 7.62 cm so it may easily fit into a metal case which provides protection

against interference.

2.3,4 The WIN-3OD Analog to Digital Converter

The A/D converter is used to convert the analog signals from the ECG system and the

Escope to digital signals which can be stored on the computer. See Table 2.1 for more

information about the WIN-30D A/D converter.
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L ll,IHzA/D throughput rate
16 single endedNumber of AID Inputs
Unipolar range: 0 to +SVBipolar range: -5 to +5VA/D full scale input ranges
Less than +/- 1 LSBNonlinearity
12 BitsA/D resolution

Table 2,1 WIN-30D Characteristics. lnformation from Hall (1999)

2.4 Data Records

Table 2.2 shows information about the subject and any cardiac conditions that might be

present. The PCG and ECG lvere recorded simultaneously at the Hampstead Medical

Clinic by Dr. John Agzarian for about 30 seconds as it is difficult to get a longer recording.

In this study, the PCG is analysed qualitatively rather than quantitatively because more

work is needed in the area of quantitative phonocardiography before it can be com-

pletely standardised and widely used. Quantitative phonocardiography is limited by

problems of standardisation including nonstandard nomenclature, equipment and record-

ing techniques (\Mood & Barry 1995). The quantitative aspect of phonocardiography

has been largely ignored except for some studies which were done (Lehner & Ran-

gayyan 1985, Luisada & Gamma 1954, Luisada & Zalter 1960, Luisada & Bernstein

1976, Mannheimer 1957, McKusick, Talbot, Webb & Battersby 1962, Obiadat & Matal-

gah 1992, Vermarien & van Vollenhoven 1984, Wood & Barry 1995). Vermarien & van

Vollenhoven (19Sa) attempted to standardise microphones to aid in the development of

quantitative phonocardiography analysis. The WT enables physicians to obtain quali-

iai;ive anti quarri;ii;ai;ive rneasureruerri;s of T-F ciraracierisiics of PCG siguais (Obiadai &

Matalgah 1992). Lehner & Rangayyan (1985) used the energy curve and power spectrum

of the systole and diastole PCG segments which were computed and quantified using the

concept of an energy distribution coefficient. By making use of this coefficient, various

types of heart murmurs may be classified.
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,t

\f
,t:

I

NoneF2415

ECG leads reversedBenign MurmurM8L4

Quality of recording very

poor-unusable; strong

family history of heart

disease

NoneM4213

NoneM45t2
ECG leads reversedHypertensionF4311

ECG leads reversedNoneM2310

Atrial fibrillationF84I

Angioplasty and systolic

murmur

Mo(8

Aortic stenosisM607

Patient talking during

recording, rendered

recording unusable

NoneF406

Pharmacologically

treated hypertension

M705

ECG leads reversedHypertension and aortic

stenosis

F674

ECG leads reversedHypertension and heart

murmur

M793

ECG leads reversedMitral valve prosthesisM752

UnusableHypertension and heart

murmur

F871

CommentsPathological Condi-

tion

SexAgePatient

Number

t
I

I

þ

Table 2.2 Patient lnformation
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2.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the human ear has been shown to have limitations in listening to heart

sounds. Thus, additional tools are needed to listen to heart sounds. The development

of the modern stethoscope and PCG were followed. Next, the specific equipment which

was used in this study was presented. The final section discussed the recordings collected.

In the next chapter, the theory and background needed to understand the results of the

de-noising study will be introduced.
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Chapter 3

Theory of De-Noising Methods

"I'd be glød to settle without the theorA iÍ I could et)en u,rtrherstu,n,d, ultnt

this tlting is or what it's supposed to do."

Arthur C. Clarke (fSrZ- )

IÌNGLISH SCTEN(]TC FICTION AUTI{OR
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3.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to provide the background theory needed to comprehend

the de-noising methods used in the remainder of this thesis. Section 3.2 presents a basic

overview of wavelet theory starting from the framework of the Fourier Tïansform and its

application to signal de-noising. Section 3.3 gives a summary of wavelet packet theory

and wavelet packet de-noising. Section 3.4 explains how the matching pursuit method

may be applied to de-noising. In Section 3.5, some information regarding averaging in

the context of de-noising is given.

Frequenny Time Time

Figure 3.1 Comparison of a signal represented in different domains with (a) corresponding to
the Fourier transform representation, (b) representing the short time Fourier transform, and (c) the
wavelet transform

3.2 The 'Wâvelet Transform and De-noising

Wavelet theory dates back to the work of Joseph Fourier, but most of the advances in the

field have been made since the 1980s. This section gives a review of basic theory needed

to understand wavelet de-noising.

3.2.L Fourier Analysis

In 1822, Joseph Fourier discovered that any periodic function could be represented as

an infi.nite sum of periodic complex exponential functions (Polikar 2000). The inclusive

property of only periodic functions was later extended to any discrete time function.

The Fourier tansform (FT) converts a signal expressed in the time domain to a signal
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(a) Heartbeat (Time Domain) (b) Fourier Transform of Heartbeat
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Figure 3.2 This figure shows a heartbeat in difFerent representations with (a) giving the time
domain representation of a heartbeat (b) showing the Fourier Transform representation (frequency

magnitude) of the heartbeat (c) showing the Short Time Fourier Transform or a time-frequency

domain representation of the heartbeat and (d) showing a time-scale diagram of the heartbeat which

was obtained using the Continuous Wavelet Transform.
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expressed in the frequency domain. The FT representation of a signal may be seen in

Figure 3.1(a) and the FT representation of a heartbeat may be seen in Figure 3.2(b). The

FT is widely used and usually implemented in the form of the Fast FT algorithm. The

mathematical definition of the FT is given below

XU): l* r(t)e-i2"ftdt (3.1)

The time domain signal ø(t) is multiplied by a complex exponential at a frequency / and

integrated over all time. In other words, any discrete time signal may be represented by a

sum of sines and cosines which are shifted and are multiplied by a coefficient that changes

their amplitude. X(f) are the Fourier coefficients which are large when a signal contains

a frequency component around the frequency /. The peaks in a plot of the FT of a signal

correspond to dominant frequency components of the signal.

The Fast Fourier tansform (FFT) is widely used, perhaps even too widely used. Yves

Meyer states (Hubbard 1996),"Because the FFT is very effective, people have used it in
problems where it is not useful-the way Americans use cars to go half a block..."

Fourier analysis is simply not effective when used on non-stationary signals because it

does not provide frequency content information localised in time. Most real world signals

exhibit non-stationary characteristics (such as heart sound signals), thus Fourier analysis

is not appropriate.

3.2.2 Short Time Fourier Tlansform (STFT)

The problem with Fourier analysis is the fact that it does not matter when frequency

components appear in a signal because the signal is integrated over all time in Equation

3.1. Thus, the frequency content of the signal is known, but its location in time is not

known.

In an cffort to add.-oo u¡¡¡ù ,,¡vu¡v.,,, thc STFT ','"as dcvclopcd in t946 bi' Dcnis Gabor

(Misiti et al. 1996), The STFT analyses a small section of the signal at a time which

is known as windowing. The STFT is a compromise between the time and frequency

representation of a signal providing information about the spectral content and when it

occurs. The tradeoff is between rather imprecise time and frequency resolution, which

oo
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is determined by the window size. The STFT representation of a signal may be seen in

3.1(b) and the STFT representation of a heartbeat may be seen in Figure 3.2(c). The

mathematical representation of the STFT is

(3.2)

where r(ú) is the signal and ø(t) is the windowing function which is translated by a

certain amount denoted as ú'. The windowing process translates the complex conjugate

of the window function along the length of the signal while multiplying the signal and

windowing function at different points in time. The function of the exponential component

in Equation 3.2 is to convert the product of multiplication of the signal and windowing

function from the time domain to the frequency domain.

The problem with the STFT is a compromise in resolution. The smaller the window used,

the better quickly changing components are picked up, but slowly changing details are

not detected very well. If a larger window is used, lower frequencies may be detected, but

localisation in time becomes ïvorse.

3,2.3 The \Uavelet Transform (\MT)

The 'Wavelet tansform lyas developed as a method to obtain simultaneous, high res-

olution time and frequency information about a signal. The term "wavelet" was first

mentioned in 1909 in a thesis by Alfred Haar (Misiti et al. 1996), although the progress

in the field of wavelets has been relatively slow until the 1980s when scientists and en-

gineers from different fi.elds realized they were working on the same concept and began

collaborating (Hubbard 1996). In the past decade, much has been written about wavelet

theory and their diverse range of applications in the processing of biomedical signals,

speech signal processing, physics, image processing and statistics (Akay 1997, Antoine

1999, Buckheit & Donoho 1995, Burrus, Gopinath & Guo 1998, Coifman & Wickerhauser

1998, Daubechies 1988, Daubechies 1992, Daubechies 1996, Hubbard 1996, Ivanov, Gold-

berger, Havlin, Peng, Rosenblum & Stanley 1999, Lankhorst & van der Laan 1995, Mallat

1989, Matalgah & Knopp 1994, Meyer & Ryan 1993, Misiti et al. 1996, Pan, Zhang, Da\

&, Zhang 1999, Polikar 2000, Strang & Nguyen 1996, Sun & Sclabassi 1998, Unser &

sTnr!*)1t', x) : 
/t*{r)*-{t - t')le-j2"rtdt
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Aldroubi 1996, Wickerhauser 1994, Yang, Qiu & Koh 1994). For an interesting personal

history about the origin of wavelets, Daubechies (1996) may be consulted.

The WT presents an improvement over the STFT because it obtains good time and

frequency resolution simultaneously by using a variable sized window region (the wavelet)

instead of a constant window size. Because the wavelet may be dilated or compressed

as is seen in Figure 3.1(c), different features of the signal are extracted. While a narro\ry

wavelet extracts high frequency components, a stretched wavelet picks up on the lower

frequency components of the signal. An example of a heartbeat (a single pulsation of the

heart which was recorded) represented in the time-scale domain by a wavelet transform is

given in Figure 3.2 (d). Note the drastic improvement made in the representation of the

heart cvcle bv the WT as onnosed to the STFT. The resolution annea,rs mr.rch better.----_- - -r' --' ''J ---- -f f -* _'! r - _

A wavelet tþ(t) is defrned as a square integrable function for which the following admissi-

bility condition holds true:

r- lilr(ø)|2 d,u < æ (g.B)J-* @t

where ilr(ø) is the Fourier transform of tþ(t). Essentially, a wavelet is a signal of lim-

ited duration that has an average value of zero. If continuity is assumed at ø : 0 the

admissibility condition implies that ilr(0) : 0. Thus, the function must change sign.

Examples of wavelets used in this study may be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Examples of wavelets used in this study

A family of equally shaped functions can be extracted by translating and dilating this

Wâv€lêt Funotlon pÉl wavel6i Funot¡oh p6l
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wavelet:

,þ",t(t) -- 4l'f4¡ a # o,ä e lR (s 4)
{lal a'

A signal may be decomposed into members of this wavelet family by using the wavelet

transform:

(w,tÐ@,u): [* Í(t)Iþ^,b(ùdt. (s.b)
"/ -oo

The original signal may be recomposed from the wavelet transform by using the inverse

wavelet transform:
f* /roo ..dadbÍ(t): J_*J_*wrÐþ,b)',þ^,r@#. (3.6)

Because a one-dimensional signal is transformed into a two-dimensional time-scale domain

by the wavelet transform, there is redundancy in the signal representation. It is possible

to recompose the original signal from a subset of the wavelet coefficients if we restrict the

class of wavelets. If the family of scaled and shifted copies forms an orthonormal basis

in the space of the square integrable functions, it is possible to recover the exact original

signal. Daubechies (1988) discovered a set of these wavelets úo,a, where

a: 2-J

b:2-jk (j,k e V,) (3.7)

The recomposition of the signal from the wavelet-coefficients is quite simple because the

decomposition reduces to an orthogonal projection

î (t) :D"rorþi,n(t) (3.s)
i,k

where

cjk: [* ¡(ùrtr,,¡(t)dt. (g.9)
J -oo

The mathematical description of the Continuous \ffavelet tansform (CWT) is given by

cwrf þ,a¡: v!(b,a): h I rfrl,t.f}lor. (s.10)

The scale, a, of the wavelet may conceptually be considered the inverse of the frequertcy.

As seen in Figure 3.1 (c), the wavelet is compressed if the scale is low and dilated if the

scale is high. Because the WT is computed in terms of scale instead of frequency, plots

of the \MT of a signal are displayed as time versus scale.
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Figure 3.4 This figure illustrates how the CWT is calculated. At the top, the wavelet is compared

to section at stert of signal. A number is calculated (the wavelet coefficient) showing the degree of
correlation between the wavelet and signal section. ln the middle, the wavelet is shifted right and

the coefficient calculated. This process is repeated for the whole signal. The final diagram, shows

the wavelet being scaled and the process is repeated and done for all scales. Modified from Misiti
et al. (1996)
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The process of computing the CWT is very similar to that of the STFT. The wavelet is

compared to a section at the beginning of a signal. A number is calculated showing the

degree of correlation between the wavelet and signal section. The wavelet is shifted right

and and the process is repeated until the whole signal is covered. The wavelet is scaled

and the previous process is repeated for all scales. This process may be seen in Figure

3.4.

(a) (b)

A D I A D1
1 I

,tsr'.5f

A2 D AA, DA, AD22

\

DDt

Figure 3.5 This figure illustrates how (a) the discrete wavelet transform decomposes the signal

into details and approximations iteratively decomposing the approximations where in (b) wavelet

packets iteratively decompose both the approximations and details. S, A, and D represent the signal,

approximation and details respectively.

The CTWT reveals much detail about a signal, but because all scales are used to compute

the WT, the computation time required can be enormous. Therefore, the Discrete Wavelet

Tlansform (DWT) is normally used. The DWT calculates the wavelet coefficients at

discrete intervals of time and scale instead of at all scales. The DtWT requires much less

computation time than the CWT without much loss in detail. With the DWT, a fast

algorithm is possible which possesses the same accuracy as other methods. The algorithm

makes use of the fact that if scales and positions are chosen based on powers of two (dyadic

scales and positions) the analysis is very effi.cient. Because the algorithm possesses the

same accuracy as other methods, this method is often used and is used in the current

study. An efficient way to implement this algorithm, using quadrature mirror filters, was

developed in 1988 by Mallat and is known as a two-channel sub-band coder (Mallat 1989).

For a single level of decomposition, this algorithm passes the signal through two com-

plementary fi.lters (high-pass which is determined by the wavelet function T/ and low-

pass which is determined by the scaling function /) resulting in approximations which

are high-scale, low-frequency components of the signal, and details, which are low-scale,
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high-frequency components of the signal. This results in twice as many data-points so

the data is down-sampled. For further levels of decomposition, successive approximations

may be iteratively broken down into details and approximations as shown in Figure 3.5.

Then, the signal may be reconstructed by up-sampling, passing the approximations and

details through the appropriate reconstruction filters and comb,ining the results. The de-

construction and associated reconstruction filters are known as quadrature mirror filters

(Meyer & Ryan 1993, Misiti et al. 1996). Because the DWT dyadic algorithm possesses

the same accuracy as other methods, this method is often used and is used in the current

study.

3,2.3.L W. avelet Families and Properties

In order to effectively remove noise from a signal, the wavelet decomposition must ap-

proximate the signal with the smallest number of non-zero wavelet coefficients possible.

It follows that the wavelet family l/ should be chosen so that the function is represented

with a few large wavelet coefficients. The main properties that affect this are regularity,

number of vanishing moments and the compactness of its support (Hubbard 1996, Mallat

leee).

A wavelet tþ has p vanishing moments if

Ë
thþ(fiat:o for0( k<p. (3.11)

Therefore, T/ is orthogonal to any polynomial of degree p - L. If / is regular and may

be approximated over a short period using a Taylor polynomial of degree k and if k <
p, then the wavelet is orthogonal to this polynomial. The wavelet coefficients will be

small for small scales; so a wavelet with a larger number of vanishing moments will

represent a smooth function with smaller number of large coefficients. Vanishing moments

influence what signal content is picked up by the wavelet transform (Hubbard 1996). With

one vanishing moment, linear functions are not seen, and with two vanishing moments,

quadratics are not picked up.

The size of support of a wavelef rþ is a measure of the temporal localisation of the wavelet

meaning that the size of support is defrned over the range which tþ has non-zero values.
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Increasing numbers of large amplitude coefficients are generated by peaks in the input

signal varying with the width of support of the wavelet. This may be a problem if the

signal has many isolated peaks.

If the number of large amplitude coefficients needs to be reduced, the length of support

must be shortened and the number of vanishing moments of t/ must be increased. If T/ has

p vanishing moments, its support is at least 2p- 1 (Mallat 1999). Thus a compromise must

be made. Daubechies wavelets represent the best tradeoff because they have minimum

support for a given number of vanishing moments (Daubechies 1992). For Daubechies

wavelet of order .l[, the support length of tþ and / is l[ - 1 and the vanishing moment of

'rl is ,nf (Misiti et al. 1996).

The order of regularity of a wavelet is the number of continuous derivatives which it pos-

sesses (Hubbard 1996). Poor regularity may introduce artifacts (Hubbard 1996). Regular-

ity may be increased by increasing the length of support (Hubbard 1996) which increases

with N.

Other properties which wavelets possess are symmetry and orthogonality. All of the

wâvelets used in this study are orthogonal due to their ability to perfectly reconstruct a

signal and the availability of fast algorithms to perform the computation. Table 3.1 gives

a summary of the properties of the wavelet families used in this study.

3.2.4 The 'Wavelet De-Noising Procedure

Wavelet analysis has been recognised to be useful in de-noising non-stationary biomedical

signals. Krishnan & Rangayyan (2000) used the wavelet transform to de-noise knee joint

vibration signals, Carré et al. (1998) applied the wavelet transform to de-noising uterine

electrophysterographies, and Bertrand et al. (1994) employed the wavelet transform to

filter and analyse brain-evoked potentials.

The general de-noising process may be outlined in three steps shown below (Misiti et al.

1ee6).

1. Decompose the signal
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oExplicit expression

aaaaFast algorithm
aaoaDiscrete transform
oaoOContinuous transform
oaOaFIR filters
aaaoExact reconstruction
oOOaBiorthogonal analysis
ooooOrthogonal analysis
OaaaExistence of /
OaaArbitrary regularity
oVanishing moments for /
ooaArbitrary number of vanishing moments
oaNear symmetry

oAssymmetry
aSymmetry

OaoOCompactly supported orthogonal
coifNsymNdbNhaarProperty

Table 3.1 Summary of the properties of various wavelet families (Misiti et al. 1996). The four
wavelet groups from left to right are the haar wavelet (or Daubechies order 1), Daubechies wavelet
family, symlets wavelet family, and the coiflet wavelet family.

Choose a wavelet and decomposition level .l[. Calculate the wavelet decomposition

of the signal s at level .l/.

2. Threshold the detail coefficients

For each level from 1 to N, select a threshold and threshold the detail coefficients.

3. Reconstruct the signal

Compute wavelet reconstruction using the original approximation coefficients of

level .ff and the thresholded detail coefficients of all levels from 1 to N.

There are many sources concerning wavelet de-noising theory and possible variation to

the method described below (Burrus et al. 1998, Coifman & Donoho 1995, Coifman &

Wickerhauser 1998, Matalgah & Knopp 1994. Pan et al. 1999, Prochtaí,zka et al. 1993)

but the method (Misiti et al. 1996) described here is the one used in the current study.

Wavelet analysis has the ability to reveal sharp discontinuities in a signal which other

techniques such as the Fourier analysis miss. This fact is explained by comparing the poor

time resolution possessed by Fourier analysis to the excellent time resolution properties of
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the wavelet transform. When the signal is decomposed using Fourier analysis, the signal

is decomposed into coefficients that are well localised in frequency but not in time. The

rapid changes in the signal are usually represented by a very large number of sinusoids (as

in Fourier analysis), but if the correct wavelet is chosen, it may be represented by a smaller

number of wavelet coefficients. Because of the efficient decomposition of heart signals by

the WT, their wavelet coefficients tend to be much larger than those due to noise which

is disordered and scattered throughout the signal. Thus, coeffi.cients below a certain level

are regarded as noise and thresholded out. The signal is then reconstructed using the

Inverse Discrete Wavelet tansform (IDWT) without significant loss of information. This

principle can be applied to almost any ordered signal because the ordered signal will have

most of its energy concentrated in a small number of wavelet coefficients whereas the

noise will be disorderly and scattered throughout the signal being represented by a large

number of small coefficients. Thus, even if the spectrum of the signal and noise overlap,

this process may still be used.

There remain two points which must be addressed: how to choose the threshold and how

to perform the thresholding.

3.2.4.1 Soft or Hard Thresholding

There are two major methods for thresholding a signal, soft thresholding and hard thresh-

olding. Hard thresholding is defined as

for
for

tt
r

for
for

a:
a:

where sign(r) is defined as

if r)0
if r(0

a:r
a:0

rl>t
rl<t (3.12)

(3.13)

and soft thresholding as

sign(r)(lrl - ú)

0 t

sisn(r):

and r is the original signal, g is the thresholded signal, and ú is the threshold. Hard

thresholding tends to create discontinuities at r : It because any values of the signal less

than the threshold are immediately set to zero. With soft thresholding, the thresholded

values are shrunk towards zero without creating the discontinuities.

1

1

+
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3.2.4.2 Threshold Selection Rules

There are four threshold selection rules that are available to use with the MATLAB

Wavelet Toolbox (Misiti et al. 1996) for optimised wavelet de-noising and are listed in

Table 3.2. These threshold selection rules use statistical regression of the noisy coefficients

over time to obtain a non-parametric estimation of the reconstructed signal without noise.

threshold selection using the minimax principlemlnlmaxl
selection using a mixture of the first two options mentionedheursure

fixed form threshold equal to the square root of two times the

logarithm of the length of the signal

sqtwolog

selection using the principle of Stein's Unbiased Risk Estimate

(suRE)

rigrsure
DescriptionRule Name

Table 3.2 Threshold selection rules

For the soft threshold estimator in the first method, a threshold selection rule which

is based on Stein's Unbiased Estimate of Risk (SURE) detailed in Donoho & Jonstone

(1992a), is used. An estimation of risk for a certain threshold value rs is obtained,

and then by minimising the risks in no, a selection of the threshold value is obtained.

The second method uses a fixed form threshold which results in minimax performance

multiplied by a factor proportional to logarithm of the length of the signal. The third

method is a combination of the first and second methods. If the signal-to-noise ratio is very

small (for the third method), the SURE estimate is very noisy. If the signal-to-noise ratio

is very small and the SURE estimate is very noisy, then the fixed form threshold is used.

The fourth method uses a fixed threshold which is chosen to give minimax performance

for mean square error. The minimax principle is used in the field of statistics to achieve

the "minimum of the maximum mean square error." Figure 3.6 shows the results of each

of the four threshold selection rules applied to a noisy signal.

The previously mentioned threshold selection methods were for white noise. Because

other types of noise are quite often present, other threshold estimation models have been

developed in Donoho & Jonstone (1992ó) and Donoho (1995).
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Figure 3.6 Example of applying optimised wavelet de-noising to a signal while varying the threshold
selection rules (a) Original signal (b) Noisy signal - Signal to noise ratio : 2 dBs (c) De-Noised

signal -heuristic SURE (d) De-Noised signal - SURE (e) De-Noised signal - Fixed form threshold
(f) De-Noised signal - Minimax (All are de-noised using a Daubechies 10 wavelet with 10 levels of
decomposition)

3.2.4.3 Threshold Rescaling Methods

There are three threshold rescaling methods which are available in the MATLAB Wavelet

Toolbox for optimised wavelet de-noising (Misiti et al. 1996). They are listed in Table 3.3

aùd discussed below.

The underlying model for the noisy signal is basically of the following form

s(n) : f(")+oe(n) (3.14)

where s is the complete signal, / is the signal without noise, e is the noise, ø is the

strength of the noise, and time n, is equally spaced (Misiti et al. 1996). The objective of

the de-noising process is to suppress the noisy part of the signal s and recover /, which

is the signal without noise.

In the simplest model, e(rz) is defi.ned as Gaussian white noise N(0,1) and the noise level o

should be equal to 1. This model works well for families of functions / that are represented

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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with only a few non-zero wavelet coefficients. An example of this would be a function

which is srnooth in most places with few singularities. In the field of statistics, it would

be said that the noise model is a regression model over time and the method may be seen

as non-parametric estimation of the function / using an orthogonal basis.

Basic model with non-white noisetmlnt
Basic model with unscaled noise'slnt
Basic modeltonet
Corresponding ModelOption

Table 3.3 Noise model options and corresponding models

Thresholding option 'one' corresponds to the basic model. Normally, the noise level can

be ignored, and it needs to be estimated. The detail coefficients at the finest scale may

be considered noise coefficients with standard deviation equal to a. The median absolute

deviation of the coefficients is a good assessment of the noise level. Using a robust estimate

of ø is very important because if the first level coefficients contain / details, then these

details are represented by few coeffi,cients, if the function / is regular enough and the

robust estimate also helps eliminate signal end effects.

The option 's/r¿' uses a single estimation of level noise based on the first-level coefficients

only to perform threshold rescaling.

Threshold rescaling option 'mln' pefiorms threshold rescaling using level-dependent esti-

mation of the level noise. \iVhen non-white noise e is believed to be present, the thresholds

need to be rescaled using level-dependent estimation of the noise. Thus, lhe 'mln' option

is suitable for non-white noise.

3.3 'Wavelet Packets (WP) and De-Noising

.v'v'avelet packeis were origiirally consirucie,f by Coifman an,ì lvfeyer (Coifman, l"feyer &

Wickerhauser 1992). 'Wavelet packet de-noising is very similar to wavelet de-noising, but

it offers a wider range of possibilities for signal analysis. For n-levels of decomposition the

approximations and details are broken down into a further level of details and approxi-

mations (as shown in Figure 3.5) resulting in 2" possible ways to encode the signal (Misiti
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et al. 1996). There are more ways of decomposing a signal using WP analysis compared

to wavelet analysis because wavelet packet atoms are waveforms which are indexed by

3 parameters, position and scale which corresponds to the wavelet decomposition and

frequency, instead of 2 as in the wavelet transform. The analysing window size, frequency

and position can each be varied separately. For each orthogonal wavelet function, a Ii-

brary of WP bases is generated which can represent the signal in many combinations.

\Mith so many ways to represent the signal, a method must be used to select the best

decomposition of the signal. An entropy-based search is performed using the adaptive

filtering algorithm which is based on work by Coifman and Wickerhauser. If the reader

wishes to know more about wavelet packets and their applications, there are a number of

sources which may be consulted (Coifman, Meyer, Quake & Wickerhauser 1992, Coifman

& Wickerhauser 1998, Durka & Blinowska 1998, Hubbard 1996, Jiménez, Orliz, Peña,

Charleston, Aljama k Gonzâlez lggg, Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000, Coifman, Meyer &

Wickerhauser 1992, Wickerhauser 1994). The following Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2,3.3.3 and

3,3.4 provide further information about the methods implemented in MATLAB to gen-

erate wavelet packets and for finding the optimal representation of the signal using the

many options presented by wavelet packet analysis (Misiti et al. 1996).

3.3.1 'Wavelet Packet Generation

Obtaining wavelet packets is not very difficult when using orthogonal wavelets. If we

use two filters of length 2IrI and label them h(n), the reversed version of the low-pass

decomposition filter divided by tÆ, and g(n), the reversed version of the high-pass de-

composition frlter divided by tÆ, which correspond to the wavelet. By induction, the

following functions (W"(r),n:0,1,2,...) may be defined

2N-1

wz^(r) :2 D h(k)w"(2r - k)

I

i

Wrn+r(n) : 2 D s&)W"(2r - k)

k:0
2N-1.

lc:0

where Wo(r) : ó(r) is defi.ned as the scaling function and W1(n) : lþ(x) is defined as the

waveJet function.

þ
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3.3.2 Wavelet Packet Atoms

To obtain wavelet packet atoms, we begin with the functions (W"(*), n e N) and examine

the family of analysing functions which are given below:

W¡,n,n(r) - 2-i 1214¡n(2-i r - k), n e N, (i, k) e 22 (3.15)

where k and j respectively correspond to time and scale indices as in wavelet analysis. rz

is not as easily explained. It can be shown that W"(r) oscillates about n times. Thus,

for fixed values of j and k,W¡,n,rc analyses the fluctuations of the signal around 2i .le at

the scale 2-r and at different frequencies for the allowed values of n.

L'r"'7r ¡-1-l lrt
J ¡ r \s.¡ F\+ l,ån+ I

Figure 3.7 Wavelet packet tree (Misiti et al. 1996)

3.3.3 Organising Wavelet Packets in Trees

In the current implementation, WPs are organised in binary trees (Misiti et al. 1996).

For the set of functions, W¡,n: (W¡,n,n(n),k e Z), is the (j,n,) wavelet packet where j
andn must be positive integers to be represented in trees. In Figure 3.7,it may be seen

LlraL l,lre nula[iou W¡,n, where j is [he scalitg factor and t¿ l,he frequency parametet', is

use<i in ihe rree. ii may be shown ihai ihe ieaves of every connecie<i binary subiree of

the WP tree correspond to an orthogonal basis of the original space. Thus, for a finite

energy signal, any WP basis allows for perfect reconstruction, and there are different ways

available to represent the signal by making use of the information allocation in frequency

scale sub-bands.
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3.3.4 Choosing the Best Decomposition

There are numerous 'ways of decomposing a signal using WP analysis. A signal of length

N :2L may be expanded in up to 2N combinations in a binary subtree representation of

depth I (Misiti et al. 1996). Because so many possibilities exist for representing a signal,

there must be a method to find the optimal representation of a signal for a given criterion

efficiently. We are searching for a minimum of the criterion. Entropy-based criteria are

very well suited for this task. In this study, we use four different entropy criteria which

are defined below (Misiti et al. 1996). In the following formulas s is the signal, and (s¿)¿

are the coefficients of s in an orthonormal basis. The entropy -E must be an additive cost

function so that,E'(0) :0 and E(s):E¿E(s¿). The criterion are:

o The (non-normalised) Shannon entropy is defrned as .81(s¿) : -s¿2log(sf ) so

.ø1(s) : - D, sllog(sl) with the convention of log(0):9.

r The concentration of Jp norm with 1 3p <2. Ez(s¿): lsilp so E2(s) :D¿lt,lo:

ll'llí

o The logarithm of the "energy" entropy E3(s¿) : tog(s?) so -Ð3(s) : D¿ log(sf )

where log(O):9.

o The threshold entropy Eaþ): 1 if |rnl > e and 0 elsewhere so ,Ð4(s) is such that

Irnl > e is the number of time instants when the signal is greater than a threshold

3.3.5 De-Noising with Wavelet Packets

Wavelet packet de-noising is very similar to wavelet de-noising. There are many more

decomposition options resulting in greater complexity but more flexibility. Basically,

the signal is decomposed into a tree structure using the specified wavelet and level of

decomposition. The best decomposition is selected using the criterion specifred in Section

3.3.4. The decomposed signal is either soft or hard thresholded removing the noise and

then re-composed.

c
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3.4 Use of the Matching Pursuit Method to De-noise

Signals

The matching pursuit algorithm was first proposed by Mallat &, Zhang (1993) and may be

used to de-noise signals (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000, Zhang, Durand, Senhadji, Lee &

Coatrieux 1998). The matching pursuit algorithm decomposes a given signal into a linear

expansion of waveforms that are chosen to optimally match the signal structure from a

redundant dictionary of functions (Gabor functions in our case). These basis functions

have excellent time-frequency properties. The decomposition vectors are selected from a

dictionary of waveforms and are chosen based upon the signal properties. The signal r(ú)

is projected o¡rto a dictionary of time-frequency atoms corlputed by scaling, translaiing

and modulating a window function g(ú) (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000):

r(t):D o^gr,(t)
oo

n=0

(3.16)

where

(3.17)

and an are the expansion coefficients. The scale factor, sn, controls the width of the

windowing function and pn adjusts the temporal placement. 7þ is used as a normalising

factor to restrict the norm of. gr, to l. The term, .f",, is the frequency of the exponen-

tial function and /r, is the phase of the exponential function. 7n represents the set of

parameters (sr,, pn, Ír,ón).

The time frequency atoms are called Gabor atoms because the windowing function is

defined as g(t) : 2å exp(- rt2), which is a Gaussian function although we may use many

different types of windowing functions (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000). With Gaussian

functions optimal time-frequencv resolution is obtained, and the equality criteria of the

uncertainty principle is met (Cohen 1989).

The algorithm basically works as described below. The signal is iteratively projected

onto the Gabor function dictionary and is decomposed being represented by a vector of

a function chosen from the Gabor dictionary. So after the first iteration, the signal is

s,,(t) : # t (+) exp[i(Zn !^t + ô^)]
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decomposed into two parts (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000)

n(t) : (r, gro) gr,(t) + Rtn(t) (3.18)

where (*, gr) is the projection or mathematically speaking the inner product of ø(ú) and

the fi.rst time-frequency atom, grr(t). Rrn(t) is what remains after the first decomposition

by projecting r(ú) onto the Gabor dictionary and is known as the residue. The process is

continued iteratively by projecting the residue onto the appropriate functions chosen from

the dictionary. After M iterations, we may express the signal as (Krishnan & Rangayyan

2000)

M-l
r(t) : D (n"*, e.^) en(t) + RM n(t) (3.19)

n:0

where R0x(t) : n(t). There are two ways of stopping the iterative decomposition of the

signal: M may be pre-defined and limited or a check can be performed against the energy

of the residue atoms, nM n(t) , and if it small enough the process will be ceased. If M

is set to be very large and a zero value for the residue is specified, the signal will be

decomposed completely using more computing power for each decomposition performed.

In our case, the decomposition is terminated after extracting the frrsl M coherent struc-

tures of the signal. By using a decay parameter, À(*), the first M coherent functions

may be determined (Mallat k Zhang 1993):

À(m) : (3.20)

where llB^rll' is the residual energy at the rnth level of decomposition. The decomposi

tion should be continued until the decay parameter does not become any smaller because

at this point coherent structures cannot be extracted and the remaining residues which

are incoherent structures, may be assumed to be random noise.

The signal is reconstructed using M coherent structures as shown below (Krishnan &

Rangayyan 2000)

M-l

"(¿) 
: t (R"*,gr.l sr,(t) (3.21)

r¿:0

r

r.*
,[J

,1:

:

t
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3.4.L Numerical Implementation of the Matching Pursuit with

Gabor Dictionaries

This section describes the numerical implementation of the matching pursuit algorithm

using the Gabor dictionary where the explanation is given in Mallat k Zhang (1993). For

a more complete derivation, please consult Mallat k Zhang (1993). The method described

was used in software written by Z.Zhang and may be downloaded by anonymous ftp at

the address cs.nyu.edu from the /directorylptßlwave/software (Mallat 8t, Zhang 1993).

Our study used this software.

It may be said that for aîy .y : (s, p,T) and þ e l},2trl, real discrete time-frequency

atoms are linked to complex atoms by the relationship

9(t,ô): 
Kþ'o) 

ç"ton, * "-.nagr-). (3.22)

where the normalisation constant is defined as

K(r,o):L (3.2g)M'
with ft(z) being the real part of the complex number z. For any residue Rnr,

l\R"r, Q(t,o)l : Ko,ô) lft(e-¿Q (R"r, grÐ1. @.24)

If / is chosen so that it is equal to the complex phase ó, of (R"r,gr), then

lffi(e-ro" (R"r,.gr))l : l< R"*,h>|. (3.25)

A search is performed for an index i" that maximises l(R"*,gr)l for 7 in the subset

"yn: (sn,p",Y) € I, where l\P.,r,gr)l is at a local maxima, It may be shown that

there exists an a > 0 such that

l(R"*,g(r",0""))l ) 0 sup l(R"r,h,o)|.
(2,ó)eI" x [0,2r]

(3.26)

Because,

Rn+rr : Rnr - (R"r,g(t,,ó.,)) g(t^,þt), (3.27)

(R"*t*, gr) : (R"*,9t) - (R"*,g(t^,Q,)) (g0^,0,,),9.,t)

forany?€Io,
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must be computed in the next iteration.

So it is estimated that

(9b,,þ,^),gr): WUih^ (!1^tgtl + e-iÔ'n (or;,or))' (3'29)

In order to quickly calculate this inner product, an analytical formula that gives the

inner product of two discrete complex Gabor signals is used. For 71 : (sr, n,2ff) and

.yz: (sz,pr,T) and g(ú) : )l¿-m2, the inner product of two discrete Gabor signals is

(9r,,9r,) K,,K,,

*oo *oo

7n:-oo g=-oo

2sÉz , . 2r(kz-frr),
WrexP(-¿P2--,1 

x (3.30)

t t ( exp(-n
(p,-p,*rn-ð[)2,

-,,r!^y'r

o1 -1- u2

(kr-:-*qN)2
¡ü, ( ,t1 -f sl )x

)

exp(a '#rr, - Ict * qN)(pz - h t-t)))

If g' or gn is a discrete Dirac or a discrete complex exponential, other formulas must be

used

The numerical complexity for a single matching pursuit iteration is O(,nf log¡f). Compar-

,atively, each iteration needs approximatively about the same CPU time as a Fast Fourier

Transform on a signal of lü samples.

3.5 De-noising Using Averaging

Áveraging is a commonly used noise reduction method (Baykal et al. 1991, Brown et al.

1999, Cozic, Durand & Guardo 1998, Tinati 1998), and is known to reduce white noise

because it is randomly distributed throughout the signal. Averaging may be used to

produce a "characteristic heartbeat" which is an averaged heart cycle from a series of

recorded heart sound cycles (Tinati 1998). Over short periods of time, heartbeats have

the same statistical properties. Thus, the signal may be considered quasi-stationary over

a short period of time (Tinati 1998).

According to basic probability theory (Beyar et al. 1984), the intensity of a random signal

averaging of n cycles is attenuated by 1fi,. Thus, if 20 cycles were averaged, random
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signals in the recording would be attenuated by a factor of tÆ nv4.5 or if 50 cycles were

averaged, the attenuation factor worrkl be about tß0 xZ.

An important factor to consider in the use of averaging to de-noise PCGs is the type of

signal sought. The mechanical activity of the heart can be classified into two categories:

"determirristie" and "nond,eterministie" (Beyar et al. 1984). In our case, any process that

repeats itself exactly for each cycle may be considered deterministic. For non-deterministic

events (eg. some heart murmurs), averaging the signal will tend to reduce our ability to

discriminate these from deterministic characteristics in the heart sound signal - this is

where wavelet de-noising can offer an advantage over simple averaging.

There are two further drawbacks in using averaging (Karpman et al. 1975). 'When heart

sounds are averaged, variations in timing may lead to cancellation of part of the signal.

However, with low-frequency signals, this effect is usually negligible. Also, with timing

variations, there may be a small overlap of cardiac events which are quite close in time.

The duration of these events may appear falsely widened.

3.5.1 Heartbeat Segmentation Algorithms

In order to average the heartbeats, the PCG must be segmented beat by beat. There

are many algorithms to do this. For example, Liang et al. (1998) uses the spectrogram

to calculate the envelogram of the heart sound signals. The envelogram is thresholded

at certain values in order to segment the heartbeats. In an early study, performed by

Gerbarg et al. (1962), timing and spectral content is used to automatically identify the

first and second heart sounds. Iwata, Ishii, Suzumura & Ikegaya (1980) and Iwata et al.

(1983) describe an algorithm which detects the temporal positions of the first and second

heart sounds using spectral tracking by linear predictive analysis. Sava & Durand (1997)

and Sava et al. (1998) present a method which detects the first and second heart sounds

using the matching pursuit method and is relatively robust to background noise. Another

method makes use of the ECG as a timing reference and the wavelet transform to treat

the PCG (Zhoa & Wang 1998). Rajan, Doraiswami, Stevenson & Watrous (1998) used

a wavelet based bank of correlators to detect components of the PCG using a Morlet

wavelet. Although the segmentation methods presented in lwata et al. (1983), Liang
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et al. (1998), Sava & Durand (1997), and Sava et al. (1998) do not require the ECG to

also be recorded simultaneously, the algorithm used for PCG segmentation in the current

study uses the ECG as a gating signal as they are both recorded simultaneously. This

method is one of the simplest and most common segmentation methods to implement and

the hardware and software for this process was readily available for use. The QRS complex

of the ECG signals the beginning of the cycle and is used to separate each heartbeat. A

description of the complete algorithm is given by Tinati (1993).

3.6 Chapter Summary

In the current chapter, we have introduced the theory and background of the de-noising

techniques, wavelet de-noising, optimised wavelet de-noising, wavelet packet de-noising,

the matching pursuit technique, and averaging, which were applied to the PCGs in this

study in order that the reader may comprehend the results of the de-noising study pre-

sented in the next chapter.
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PCG De-noising Study
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CHAPTER 4, PCG DE-NOTSflVG STUDY

4.L Introduction

The PCG is a useful diagnostic tool, but many sources of noise may pollute a PCG making

it difficult to extract the relevant information contained in the signal.

There are many techniques used in digital signal processing to remove noise. Many of

them rely on actually knowing which part of the signal contains the noise. However, in

a PCG, the part of the signal containing the noise is not known a priori,. Averaging is a

technique which has been used to remove noise from PCGs. The WT, \4/P and the MP

methods have also been used to remove noise in non-stationary signals such as the PCG.

There has not been a study which has compared the use of the these techniques to obtain

an algorithm on how to best de-noise a PCG. Some of the questions investigated b¡r this

study are:

o Which method/methods overall is/are more suited for PCG de-noising?

o How many heartbeat cycles need to be averaged in order to obtain the best de-

noising result?

o Which wavelets are better suited for de-noising PCGs?

o How many levels of decomposition when using the wavelet and wavelet packet trans-

form de-noising techniques yield optimal de-noising results?

¡ Which thresholding methods used by the optimal wavelet transform method are

best suited for removing noise from of PCGs?

r How many time-frequency atoms should be used to recompose the signal when using

the MP method?

/ÃFt.r.rrt?..ñ11ñ,-l-l+.2 t1Jsf,tmaf,ton oï r\otse rn tfecoroeo ruLis

In order to know of what type of noise is contained in the PCG, noise estimates were

performed using methods described by Durand, Langlois, Lanthier, Chiarella, Coppens,

Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley (1990a). In a study done by Durand, Langlois, Lanthier,
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Chiarella, Coppens, Carioto & Bertrand-Bradley (1990ø) on dogs, two tests rvl¡ere per-

formed. to estimate the background noise of the recording instrumentation and the phys-

iological background noise which is inherent to the heart/thorax acoustic system. The

test which estimates instrumental noise involved exposing the recording microphones to

ambient air during quiet periods and recording signals, with efforts made to minimise

interference caused by ambient acoustic vibrations. The method used to estimate the

background physiological noise in combination with the instrumentation background noise

was to compute the power spectrum of 60 milliseconds of the diastolic period of the car-

diac cycle (when minimal cardiac activity occurred). The study concluded that both the

diastolic and instrumental noise spectrum showed a behaviour approaching white noise'

The intensity of the thoracic recording instrumentation noise was significantly less than

the combination of the physiological and instrumentation background noise resulting in

the conclusion that the instrumentation noise of the thoracic recording was insigniflcant

compared with the physiological background noise.
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Figure 4.1 Power spectrum (in decibels per

Hertz) of the instrumental background noise es-

timate.

Figure 4.2 Amplitude of power spectrum of
the instrumental background noise estimate.

\Me have used the same two tests to estimate the noise poïver spectrums. In order to obtain

the power spectrum estimate of background instrumentation noise, several recordings were

made by holding the microphone up to quiet air. The power spectral density of each

recording was calculated, and then they v/ere averaged and may be seen in Figures 4.1

and, 4.2. The power spectral densities are shown as relative magnitude (Figures 4.2, 4'4
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Figure 4.3 Power spectrum (in decibels per

Hertz) of the noise estimate for the instrumental
and physiological background noise taken dur-
ing the diastolic phase of the PCG for several
patients.

Figure 4.4 Amplitude of power spectrum of
the noise estimate for the instrumental and phys-
iological background noise taken during the di-
astolic phase of the PCG for several patients
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Figure 4.5 The mean power spectrum (in
decibels per Hertz) of the noise estimate for the
instrumental and physiological background noise

taken during the diastolic phase of the PCG for
several patients.
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Figure 4.6 The mean amplitude of power

spectrum of the noise estimate for the instru-
mental and physiological background noise taken
during the diastolic phase of the PCG for several
patients
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4.6) and dBlHz (Figures 4.L,4.3 4.5) forms are for the ease of the reader. The algorithm

used to compute the power spectral density is \Melch's method which uses the FFT and

time averaged, overlapping periodograms (Rabiner & Gold 1975, Welch 1967). It may be

observed that the instrument background noise magnitude is about -80 to -85 dB/Hz and

from the spectrum, it appears to be white noise.

To obtain the power spectrum estimate of the background instrumentation and physiolog-

ical noise, care lvas taken to select 60 milliseconds of the diastolic period (with minimal

cardiac action) of several patients who were a mixture of healthy and unhealthy. The

porver spectral density using the same method was calculated for the 60 milliseconds di-

astolic time period for each cycle and then was averaged for all heart cycles. The power

spectrum for each patient may be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The power spectrum of

the noise estimates, for each different patient, are all very similar. The pov¡er spectrum

i'¿as then averaged for all patients and may be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The average

power spectrum for the physiological and instrumentation background noise ranges from

-20 to -40 dB lHz which is significantly stronger than that of the instrumentation alone.

The power spectrum of both types of backgrouncl noise is not nearly as flat as that of

the instrumentation background noise alone and as a whole resembles I noise. However,

the majority of the noise is under 40-60 Hz as shown in Figure 4.6, and in this range, a

behaviour resembling that of white noise may be noted.

4.3 Measuremerrt of Noise Removal from PCGs

Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is a traditional method of measuring the amount of noise

present in a signal. SNR is defined as 10 x logro(Powerr¡rou1/Power,'ois") measured in deci-

bels. Two tests are performed using the SNR to measure the performance of optimised

wavelet, \MT, \MP, and MP de-noising (Maple et al. 1999). Because there is currently no

known method to calculate which combination of parameters best de-noise a signal when

using the optimised wavelet, WT, \MP or MP methods, tests must be performed to eval-

uate the de-noising capabilities of these different combinations. A known amount of noise

was added to a "clean" heart sound recording. ( "Clean" refers to the fact that although

attempts were made to eliminate all environmental noise during the recording, there is
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still some noise present in small amounts.) Using various parameters, the de-noising tech-

niques were applied to the heart sound recordings which had white noise added. Then,

the SNR of the de-noised signal and the original signal was calculated. The higher the

SNR, the less noise there is present.

The procedure performed for the second test is to apply the de-noising techniques to clean

PCG recordings and compute the SNR of the resultant signal and the original signal. This

test determines how much information from the original signal is lost by the de-noising

process. In other words, the more of the original, clean signal that remains after applying

the de-noising technique, the better.

The concept of adding a known amount of noise to a clean PCG, then de-noising the

signai, and seeing how much noise remains is also employed to measure how well averaging

performs as a de-noising technique.

The data presented in most of the following figures represents "typical results" meaning

that it is just an example of results normally obtained from conducting the de-noising

performance measurements.

4.4 Optimised'Wavelet De-noising

Optimised wavelet de-noising differs from ordinary wavelet de-noising in that it has been

optimised with special thresholding options including threshold selection rules and thresh-

old rescaling methods. Examining Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7 reveal that no one wavelet

seems to give much better results than another. However, the wavelets Daubechies orders

1 and 2 , Coiflets order 1 and Symlets orders 1 and 2 perform lryorse than the other wavelets.

This fact can most likely be explained by examining Figure 4.8 and by the properties of the

wavclcts thcmsclvcs. Notc that these lower order wavelets appear to lose more informa-

r:^- aL^- rL^:- L:-L^- ^-J^- ^^-.-¿^-*^-t^ l^--^^^t ¿L^ L:-L^- ^-l^- Tl^..L^-L:^^.,.^-.^l^+^\
U.Lt-r.Ll ù¡lóill UrIìiII rrrËllt.L Ul.(lçI. Lt l'l¡.lùltlPcll UÞ \çrr!çPù tlrlç 1116¡Içr LrI\IçI l-rdJL¡.lJçUlIlEÐ wc]vç¡çUÐ/.

It is believed that the properties of the wavelets including the support length, regularity,

and the number of vanishing moments influence this. For Daubechies wavelet of order .ðü,

the support length of rþ and / is l/ - 1 and the vanishing moment of 'r/ is -l[ (Misiti et al.

1996). The order of regularity of a wavelet is the number of continuous derivatives which
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wavelet used for different levels of white noise added to a three PCG samples (top-patient 15,

middle-patient 10, bottom-patient 12). The x-axis represents the difFerent wavelets respectively:
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6db345db105sym920

4coifS4sym146syml119

10coif45db285sym918

Isym135sym144sym9T7

8sym155sym6'(sym1416

6coif45db10bcoifS15

5sym116db196db14L4

5sym610db910coifS13

9db23Isym14IcoifSt2
10sym125db4010syml11

4sym145db4010coifS10

Isym115db168coifSI
10coif4Idb316coifS8

Icoif4Idb2310coifS7

10db66symT8sym66

5db68sym910sym125

10sym147db78dbl14

Idb10Idb610syml13

10coif28db167sym62

10sym127syml010symlL1

Thial 3Tlial 2TÏial I

Decomp

level

WaveletDecomp

level

'WaveletDecomp

level

'WaveletSNR

(i',

dBs)

Table 4.1 Wavelet and decomposition level which obtained best de-noising results after adding
a known amount of noise to three different characteristic heartbeats and then applying optimised
wavelet de-noising. (coif : Coiflet, db : Daubechies, Slnì: Symlet)
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Amount of information lost by optimised wavelet de-noising
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Figure 4.8 This figure shows how much information (as an SNR in dBs) was lost when applying
optimised wavelet de-noising to three clean PCG samples while varying the wavelet. The x-axis
,represents the different wavelets respectively: Daubechies Orders 1-45, Coiflet Orders 1-5, Symlets
Orders 1-15 with 4 levels of decomposition used in each case
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it possesses (Hubbard 1996). Poor regularity may introduce artifacts (Hubbard 1996).

Regularity may be increased by increasing the length of support (Hubbard 1996) which

increases with lü. Vanishing moments influence what signal content is picked up by the

wavelet transform (Hubbard 1996). With 1 vanishing moment, linear functions are not

seen, and with 2 vanishirrg mornerrts, quadratics are not picked up. Thus, by increas-

ing the number of vanishing moments, the lower order components of the signal may be

seen. Examining Figure 4.9, reveals that the level of decomposition does not appear

SNR atler applying wavelet de-nois¡ng to clean PCGs
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Figure 4.9 This figure shows how much information was lost from optimised wavelet de-noising

results (as an SNR in dBs) applied to a three clean PCG samples (top-patient 15, middlrpatient
10, bottom-patient 12) while varying the level of decomposition.

to influence the amount of iuforrnatiorr lost by l,lie opl,iniised wavelet de-noising process.

Figures 4.i0, 4.ii, ano 4.i2 ciemonstrate ihe effeci of varying ihe ievei of <iecolnpositiorr

for the optimised wavelet de-noising procedure with different amounts of noise. It would

seem that no additional gains are made by continuing the decomposition level beyond the

fourth or fifth level. Additional levels of decomposition increase computation time; thus,

we wish to minimise the level of decomposition used if no additional advantage can be
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SNR afler wavelet d€-nois¡ng aftêr addlng whlte noise (1 dB top and 10 dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.10 The effect of varying the level of decomposition for optimised wavelet denoising

applied to the heart sound recording of patient 15 for various wavelets with additive white noise at

levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.
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SNR after wavelet de-noislng after addlng white noise (1 dB top and 1O dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.11 The efFect of varying the level of decomposition for optimised wavelet de-noising
applied to the heart sound recording of patient 10 for various wavelets with additive white noise at
levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.
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SNR after wavelet de-nols¡ng after adding white nols€ (1 dB top and 10 dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.12 The effect of varying the level of decomposition for optimised wavelet de-noising

applied to the PCG of patient t2for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and

10 dBs.
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obtained by further decomposing the signal
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Figure 4.13 This figure demonstrates that hard thresholding can cause discontinuities in a signal.
(a) ls the characteristic heartbeat signal, (b) the characteristic heartbeat with white noise added

resulting in an SNR of 1 dB, (c) the characteristic heartbeat de-noised rising soft thresholding, and
(d) the characteristic heartbeat de-noised with hard thresholding. All values have been normalised
using the maximum absolute value in (a).

7.378.097.26"Sqtwolog"
9.848.099.30úaMinimaxi ,1

L2.72t3.2413.27Heursure"
13.7013.7813.65laRigrsure"

Thial 3Trial 2Tbial 1Threshold

tion Rule

Selec-

Table 4.2 Typical SNR results after optimised wavelet de-noising using four threshold selection
rules. White noise was added to three different characteristic heartbeats resulting in an SNR of 1 dB.
Optimised wavelet dc-noising was applied to the characteristic heartbcats using the same parameters
(Symlet 14 wavelet with 10 levels of decomposition, soft thresholding, and used the basic noise model
with a single estimation level of noise) except for varied threshold selection rules. The SNR was then
calculated in dBs. The "rigrsure" outperforms all other methods in every case.

Soft thresholding deflnitely outperformed hard thresholding in the threshold selection

category. Soft thresholding almost always gave a better SNR after de-noising than hard

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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SECTION 4.4. OPTIMISED WAVELET DE-]VO6I]VG

thresholding. Figure 4.13 shows that hard thresholding may cause discontinuities in a

signal.

Of the four threshold selection rules, the minimax and SURE ("rigrsure") threshold se-

lection schemes are more conservative than the others, and therefore should be used when

small details of the signal lie in the noise range. The two other schemes remove the noise

more aggressively. Because small details of the PCG signal are located in the noise range'

it was believed that the "rigrsure" method would be more efiective. Our expectations

proved to be true. The rigorous SURE method almost always produced better results

than the other methods with the heuristic SURE coming in second. Table 4.2 shows

typical results for each of the four threshold selection rules.

results of optimised wavelet de-noislng applied with threshold rescaling methods varled
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4 Þ 81012
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Figure 4.14 This figure is a comparison of the difterent threshold rescaling methods used by

opimised wavelet de-rioising. Noise in increments of 1 dB from 1 to 20 dBs is added to a clean

characteristic heartbeat. Thã signal is then de-noised using optimised wavelet de-noising (Daubechies

14 wavelet with 10 levels of decãmposition using soft thresholding, and the rigorous SURE threshold

selection rule) varying the threshold rescaling methods. Overall, the "sln" method performs the best'

The ,,sln" method performed the best of three threshold rescaling methods available. For

example, in Figure 4.14, with large amounts of noise present, the methods all perform

roughly equally with the "sln" method prod.ucing slightly better results than the others.
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B€st SNR (of added wh te no se and s gna ) resu ts before dêno sa versus after deno sa for throê trla s
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Figure 4.15 Best SNR results before de-noising versus after optimised wavelet de-noising for three
trials. Each trial is a different, clean PCG. A known amount of white noise in decibels is added to a
characteristic heartbeat. DifFerent combinations of wavelets, thresholding techniques, and levels of
decomposition are tried. The highest SNR after de-noising if displayed for each trial. lt is interesting
to note that the best results for each trial are very similar.
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However, as less noise is present, the "sln" method appears to be, by far, the best. The

"mln" method is a close second. The "one" method gives about the same SNR after

de-noising no matter what amount of noise was present in the signal.

Figure 4.15 shows the best results for adding known amounts of noise to three different

PCGs and then applying optimised wavelet de-noising with varying parameters. The

best results are very similar proving the results of optimised wavelet de-noising are easily

reproducible for heart sounds. Also, the SNRs after optimised wavelet de-noising appear

to be relatively linear corresponding to the linear SNR between the signal and the addition

of white noise.

Although there \l/as no evidence that a single wavelet was the best suited for de-noising

heart sounds, there were some wavelets which were slightly better than others and certain

wavelets which would not be recommended for this purpose such as the very low order

wavelets. We reached the conclusion that a decomposition level of 5 produced reason-

able results while decomposing the signal further often produced marginal benefits and

increased computation time. Soft threshold definitively outperformed hard thresholding.

Of the four threshold selection rules, the "rigrsure" rule performed the best, and the best

choice of the threshold rescaling methods proved to be the "sln" method.

4.5 Wavelet De-noising

,Figure 4.16 shows typical results of wavelet de-noising with the wavelet being varied for

three different PCGs which had different amounts of noise added. Observing the results of

Figure 4.16, it may be seen that the results are similar to those of the optimised wavelet

de-noising. No one wavelet produces signifi.cant improvements over another with the

lower order wavelets again slightly under-performing their higher order counterparts due

to insufficient numbers of vanishing moments. Wavelet de-noising appears not perform as

well as optimised wavelet de-noising. It is evident from Figure 4.L7 that the lower order

wavelets again lose more information than the higher order wavelets of the same family.

More information is lost by wavelet de-noising than by the optimised wavelet de-noising

process.

I
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Wavelet de-nolslng results for different levels of white nolse added
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Figure 4.16 Wavelet de-noising results (as an SNR in dBs) for difFerent levels of white noise added

to 3 different PCGs. The x-axis represents the different wavelets respectively: Daubechies Orders
1-45, Coiflet Orders 1-5, Symlets Orders 1-15 with 4 levels of decomposition used in each case.
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How much of the original signal remains after the wavelet de-noising

10 50 60
Wavelet

,Figure 4.17 How much of the original signal content remains (expressed as an SNR in dBs)

after wavelet de-noising is applied to 3 "clean" PCGs. The x-axis represents the different wavelets

respectively: Daubechies Orders 1-45, Coiflet Orders 1-5, Symlets Orders 1-15 with 4 levels of
decomposition used in each case.
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SNR atter wav€lêt de-noising alter addlng whlte noise (1 dB top and 10 dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.18 Effect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet de-noising of a PCG (Trial 1)

for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.
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Figure 4.19 Effect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet de-noising of a PCG (Trial 2)
for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.
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SNR after wavelet de-noising after addlng white noise (1 dB top and 10 dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.20 Effect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet de-noising of a PCG (Trial 3)

for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.

To illustrate the effects of varying the number of levels of decomposition used in the de-

noising process, ïve must consult Figures 4.1.8, 4.19 and 4.20. By surveying the fi'gures,

it is observed that 3 or 4 levels of decomposition are optimal with results becoming

comparatively quite poorer for successive levels of decomposition. This may be explained

by examining Figure 4.2L in which vye see that much of the original signal content is lost

by successive levels of decomposition. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the information

lost as a result of successive levels of decomposition and the Sains made in de-noising using

further levels of decomposition and is optimised at about 3 or 4 levels of decomposition.

Table 4.3 shows typical results for three different PCGs with various amounts of white

noise added after wavelet de-noising.

Overall, most wavelets performed roughly equally except for some of the lower order

wavelets for reasons previously explained. Decomposition levels of 3-5 were found to

perform the best.
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Figure 4.21 Degree of information loss from the wavelet de-noising process (SNR in dBs) when
it was applied to a three clean PCG samples while varying the level of decomposition.
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-¡abie 4.3 This tabie iists the best resuits (using SNt{ measured in dB) of all the combinations
tried for wavelet de-noising with varying amounts of white noise added. Trial L is a 24 year old,
healthy, female. Trial 2 is a 43 year old female with hypertension, Trial 3 is an 84 year old female
with atrial fibrillation.
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4.6 'Wavelet Packet De-noising

Wavelet packet de-noising results for ditferent levels of white noise added
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Figure 4.22 Wavelet packet de-noising results (as an SNR in dBs) for different levels of white noise

added to a 3 difFerent PCGs. The x-axis represents the difFerent wavelets respectively: Daubechies

Orders 1-45, Coiflet Orders 1-5, Symlets Orders 1-15 with 4 levels of decomposition used in each

case.

Figure 4.22 shows typical results of wavelet packet de-noising with the wavelet being varied

for three different PCGs which have had different amounts of noise added. Observing the

results of Figure 4.22, it may be seen that the results are fairly similar to those of the

optimised wavelet and wavelet de-noising except that optimised wavelet de-noising again

performs better. No one wavelet produces significant improvements over another except

that the lower order wavelets again perform poorer than their higher order counterparts

due insufficient numbers of vanishing moments. It is evident from Figure 4.23 that the

lower order wavelets again lose more information than the higher order wavelets of the

same family. More information is lost by 'WP de-noising than by the optimised wavelet

and the WT de-noising process.
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How much of the original signal remains after th€ wavelet packet de-noising
30

10

10 50 60

Figure 4.23 This figure shows how much of the original signal content remains (expressed as an

SNR in dBs) after wavelet packet de-noising is applied to 3 "clean" PCGs. The x-axis represents

the difterent wavelets respectively: Daubechies Orders 1-45, Coiflet Orders 1-5, Symlets Orders 1-15

with 4 levels of decomposition used in each case.
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Table 4.4 This table lists the best results (using SNR measured in dB) of all the eombinations
tried for wavelet packet de-noising with varying amounts of white noise added. Trial 1 is a 24 year

old, healthy, female. Trial 2 is a 43 year old female with hypertension, Trial 3 is an 84 year old

female with atrial fibrillation.
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Figure 4.24 EfFect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet packet de-noising of a PCG

(Trial 1) for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.
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Figure 4.25 Effect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet packet de-noising of a PCG
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SNR af ter wavelet packet de-noising after addlng white nolse (1 dB top and 10 dBs bottom)
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Figure 4.26 EfFect of varying the level of decomposition for wavelet packet de-noising of a PCG

(Trial 3) for various wavelets with additive white noise at levels of 1 dB and 10 dBs.

Table 4.4 shows typical results for three different PCGs with various amounts of white

noise added after wavelet packet de-noising.

To illustrate the effects of varying the number of levels of decomposition used in the de-

noising process, we must consult Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26. For large amounts of noise

added (as in SNRs of 1 dB), it may be seen that the optimal level of decomposition is

approximately 4 or 5. For lesser amounts of noise, it appears that fewer levels of decom-

position are needed because with a SNR of 10 dBs the optimal level or decomposition to

use is about 3. Examining Figure 4.27,it may be seen that much of the original signal

content is lost by successive levels of decomposition. The amount of information lost by

the wavelet packet de-noising Drocess increases steadil¡r with additional levels of decom-

position until about the fifth or sixth level of decomposition. Thus, there is a tradeoff

between the information lost as a result of successive levels of decomposition and the gains

made in de-noising using further levels of decomposition.

Overall, most wavelets performed roughly equally except for some of the lower order
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Figure 4.27 The degree of information lost when the wavelet packet de-noising process (measured

in SNR in dBs) was applied to three clean PCG samples while varying the level of decomposition.
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Figure 4.28 Four similar characteristic heartbeats. These four characteristic heartbeats are
recorded from a single subject with a normal heart at four difFerent times. Each PCG contained
approximately 30 heartbeats and was then averaged. Although, the characteristic heartbeats are not
exactly the same, if examined closely, it can be seen that they are very similar. This demonstrates
that the recording of a PCG for a person under similar conditions should be easily reproducible,
and heart sound recording series over short periods of time are quasi-stationary and thus may be
averaged.

wavelets. Decomposition levels of 3-5 were found to perform the best

4.7 Averaging

Figure 4.28 demonstrates that the recording of a PCG for a person under similar condi-

tions is easily reproducible, and heart sound series over short periods of time are quasi-

stationary and thus may be averaged to reliably reduce noise. However, it is important to

remember that there are certain drawbacks to averaging (Karpman et al. 1975). Varia-

tions in the timing of individual cycles may lead to cancellation of part of the signal, but,

with low-frequency signals, this effect is usually negligible. Also, with timing variations,

\
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SNR after adding white noise versus SNR atter denoising by averaging

10

4 6810121416
SNR in dBs after adding white noise to heartbeat recording

18 20

Figure 4.29 The SNR after adding white noise to a series of heart sound cycles versus the SNR

after averaging these series of heart cycles to obtain a characteristic heartbeat and reduce noise.

There seems to be marginal improvement in SNR when little noise is present in the signal and the
'signal is not averaged a fair number of times. For example, with an SNR of 1 dB, after averaging

the signal 10 times, we see the noise levels decrease as the SNR approaches 11 dBs, but with an

initial SNR of 20 dBs and averaging 10 heart cycles, the SNR is still about 20 dBs meaning the noise

'remains. Averaging a series of 50-75 cycles seems to give the best results here in terms of recording

and computation time tradeofF.

there may be a small overlap of cardiac events which are quite close in time resulting in

falsely widening the duration of these events.

Averaging seemed to produce significant improvements especially if there was a large

amount of noise present in the signal. Figure 4.29 shows that averaging a series of 50-75

heart sound cycles seems to give the best result in terms of recording and computation time

tradeoff as is difficult to obtain a long, clean recording and also increases the computation

time required.
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Figure 4.30 This figure shows (a) a clean heart sound cycle (from patient 15), (b) the heart sound
cycle with 1 dB additive white noise, and (c) the additive white noise.

4.8 Matchit g Pursuit

The matching pursuit method (described in Section 3.4) was used to de-noise PCGs.

The results of applying the two de-noising tests previously described in Section 4.3 are

presented in this section. Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the efiect of varying the number of

time-frequency atoms used to reconstruct the signal. Figure 4.30 shows a typical heart

sound cycle, then the cycle with additive white noise and finally the noise itself. In Figure

4.31, we can see the effect of varying the number of time-frequency atoms used in the MP

de-noising process. Using only a single time-frequency atom does not yield much detail

and leaves out the second heartsound. Increasing the number of time-frequency atoms to

+1"-^^ +L^ -^^^-,{ l"^^-+.^,,-l l-^^^*^-.,i^;l-l^ TT-:-^ +:*^ f-^^.,^-'^-, ^¿^-.^ ----^^l^v¡rrvvt urrv Dvvv¡¡u ¡rwal UDvu¡lu UuUv¡¡¡sD V¡DrUrç. tJÐ¡¡16 ùçVçtl U¡f¡IC-I.l,Cq(lçfffJJ Clt Lll¡lÞt IljVYCI,IÞ

further detail. More detail is obtained by increasing the number of time-frequency atoms

further. There is a point when increasing the number of time-frequency atoms used does

not really yield much more information about the signal and only increases computation

time.
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figure 4.31 This figure shows the reconstruction of the heart sound cycle (from patient 15) shown

in Figure 4.30 (b) after matching pursuit de-noising. ln (a) the signal is reconstructed from a single

tirne-frequency atom, (b) from 3 time.frequency atoms, (c) from 7 time-frequency atoms and (d)

from 11 time-frequency atoms.
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Figure 4.32 Plot of the decay parameter against the number of time-frequency atoms used by the
MP method for the heart sound cycle (from patient 15) shown in Figure 4.30.

This point where decomposition should be stopped can be measured using a decay param-

eter. \Mhen the decay parameter levels out, no further significant benefit is obtained by

using increasing numbers of time-frequency atoms as the structures left in the signal are

incoherent which are unable to be extracted by the MP method and are assumed to be

noise. Figures 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34 are a plot of the decay parameter against the number

of time-frequency atoms used by the MP method which is applied to different heart sound

cycles with various amounts of noise added. The point where the decay parameter levels

off is where the decomposition should be stopped. Note that with increasing levels of

noise the number of time-frequency atoms used becomes smaller. This means that the

noise is interfering with the coherent, structured part of the signal making it possible for

fewer coherent structures to bc cxtractcd from thc signals. In Figures 4.35 and 4.36, it

may be seen how the SNR in dBs between the original signal and de-noised signal and

the decay parameter act as the number of time-frequency atoms used varies with differ-

ent amounts of noise. As the decay parameter levels out, the best de-noising results are

achieved. Further decomposition only uses more computational power.
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Figure 4.33 Plot of the decay parameter against the number of time-frequency atoms used by the

MP method for another heart sound cycle (from patient 10).
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Figure 4.34 Plot of the decay parameter against the number of time-frequency atoms used by the
MP method for the another heart sound cycle (from patient 12).
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Figure 4.35 This figure shows (a) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number of

time-frequency atoms after MP de-noising is applied to a heart sound cycle (patient 10) with a SNR

of 1 dB, (b) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency atoms

after applying MP de-noising to the same recording with a SNR of 5 dBs, (c) the decay parameter

and the SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency atoms after MP de-noising is applied to

the same recording with a SNR of 10 dBs and (d) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against

the number of time-frequency atoms after MP de-noising is applied to the same recording with a

SNR of 20 dBs additive white noise. The decay parameter is plotted in green and the SNR in dBs

is plotted in blue. lt may be observed that as the decay parameter levels out, the best de-noising

results are achieved,
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Figure 4.36 This figure shows (a) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number
of time-frequency atoms after MP de-noising is applied to a heart sound cycle (from patient 15)
with 1 dB additive white noise, (b) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number
of time-frequency atoms after MP de-noising is applied to the same recording with 5 dBs additive
white noise, (c) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency
atoms after MP de.noising is applied to the same recording with 10 dBs additive white noise and
(d) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency atoms after MP
de-noising is applied to the same recording with 20 dBs additive white noise. The decay parameter
is plotted in green and the SNR in dBs is plotted in blue. lt may be observed that as the decay
parameter levels out, the best de-noising results are achieved.
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Figure 4.37 This figure shows (a) the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number

of time-frequency atoms after MP de.noising is applied to a heart sound cycle (from patient 15) (b)

the decay parameter and the SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency atoms after MP
ide-noising is applied to a heart sound cycle (from patient 10), and (c) the decay parameter and the

SNR plotted against the number of time-frequency atoms after MP de'noising a heart sound cycle

(from patient 12). The decay parameter is plotted in green and the SNR in dBs is plotted in blue.
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In order to see how much information is lost by the MP de-noising process, the reader may

refer to Figure 4.37. This figure shows the decay parameter and the SNR after applying

the MP de-noising process to clean PCGs plotted against the number of time-frequency

atoms. It may be seen that a fair amount of information is lost as the SNR between the

original and "de-noised" PCGs is only approximately 40 dBs at best and decreases even

further as more time-frequency atoms are used.

Overall, the MP method de-noises fairly well, but attention must be given to the number

of time-frequency atoms used which may be determined by observing the decay parameter.

Also, the amount of information lost by the de-noising process itself is of concern.

4.9 Results and Discussion

12.098.4513.69L2.21Patient 12

t2.tL10.8172.2611.13Patient 10

LT.7412.6413.56L2.60Patient 15

Matching

Pr¡rsuit

'W'avelet

Packet

Optimised
'Wavelet

'WaveletPatient

Table 4.5 Comparison of typical results for various de-noising methods for three different PCGs

which had 1 dB of additive white noise. The results are given as the SNR in dBs of the original clean

PCG and the de-noised version.

14.0115.75t6.57t5.45Patient 12

13.03t3.77t5.47t4.54Patient 10

L4.7t15.99t6.6715.99Patient 15
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Optimised
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Table 4.6 Comparison of typicai results for various de-noising methods for three difterent PCGs

which had 5 dBs of additive white noise. The results are given as the SNR in dBs of the original
clean PCG and the de-noised version.
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which have been presented and point out any conclusions that may be drawn from this

research. The purpose of Figure 4.38, which gives an example of a heart sound cycle which

has had noise added to it and then the cycle after optimised wavelet, wavelet, WP, and MP

de-noising have been applied, is to visually demonstrate how well the various de-noising
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Figure 4.38 Here is an example of the various de-noising methods all applied to the same noisy

heãrt sound recording, A clean heart sound cycle is shown, then the heart cycle with a SNR of 1

dB, then the cycle after optimised wavelet de-noising has been applied to the noisy cycle, then the

cycle after wavelet de-noising, next the cycle after WP de-noising, and finally the cycle after MP

de-noising. Note the numbers shown the on the x-axis are the number of samples and the y-axis

represents the magnitude of the PCG.
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Table 4.7 Comparison of typical results for various de-noising methods for three difFerent PCGs

which had 10 dBs of additive white noise. The results are given as the SNR in dBs of the original

clean PCG and the de-noised version.
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L0.5227.2728.3427.69Patient 12
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Table 4.8 Comparison of typical results for various de-noising methods for three difFerent PCGs
which had 20 dBs of additive white noise. The results are given as the SNR in dBs of the original
clean PCG and the de-noised version.

methods perform. It is interesting to note that the MP de-noising method does not pick

up some of the finer details from the original PCG. The low energy coherent structures

have been destroyed by the high level of noise and are unable to be extracted by the MP

method. Tables 4.5,4.6,4.7, and 4.8 show typical results for optimisecl wavelet de-noising,

wavelet de-noising, wavelet packet de-noising and matching pursuit de-noising applied to

different PCGs with various amounts of white noise added. Figure 4.39 summarises the

results of the previously mentioned tables into bar charts. Examining these tables and

the figure, it becomes apparent that the optimised wavelet de-noising seems to perform

slightly better than the other methods for removing white noise from PCGs. The other

methods appeared to perform about equally as well as each other.

A study comparing wavelet, WP and MP de-noising applied to knee-joint vibrations,

which are complex, non-stationary signals, concluded that the MP method outperformed

wavelet and WP de-noising with the WP de-noising performing better than the wavelet

de-noising method (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000). For a large amount of white noise

(SNR:O dB) added to the signal, the MP method only outperformed the others by a

fairly small amount, but with smaller amounts of noise (SNR:10 dBs) added to the signal,

the MP method outperformed the WP and wavelet de-noising methods by a much more

significant amount. This would suggest that large amounts of noise destroy low-energy

coherent structures within that signal making it impossible for them to be extracted

from the noisy signal bv the MP method. Given the results presented in Krishnan &

Rangayyan (2000) and the similarity in the types of signals, both being complex, non-

stationary signals, it was anticipated that the MP method would perform the best followed

by the WP method. The MP method is a greedy algorithm which decomposes the given

signal using a whole dictionary of functions. It was expected that WP de-noising would
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perform better than wavelet de-noising because \MP analysis adaptively chooses the best

basis based upon an entropy search and has more decomposition structure combinations

to choose from. De-noising results with wavelet and WP depend greatly on the selection

of the threshold value for the coeffi.cients (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000). This fact may be

used to partly explain why optimised wavelet de-noising outperformed the other methods

because it has various options for the methods used to perform thresholding and noise

modelling. Another reason optimised wavelet de-noising may have had a higher SNR after

de-noising compared to the other methods is that it appears to lose less information by

the de-noising process alone. This fact may be confirmed by examining Figures 4.8, 4.9,

4.17, 4.21, 4.23, 4.27, and 4.37.
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Figure 4.39 (a) The SNR after applying de-noising techniques to PCGs with 1 dB additive white

noise, (b) the SNR after applying de-noising techniques to PCGs with 5 dBs additive white noise, (c)
the SNR after applying de-noising techniques to PCGs with 10 dBs additive white noise, and (d) the
SNR after applying de-noising techniques to PCGs with 20 dBs additive white noise where 1 represents

wavelet de-noising,2 is optimised wavelet de-noísing, 3 represents wavelet packet de-noising and 4

is matching pursuit de-noising.
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SNR atter adding white noise versus SNR after de-noising
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Figure 4.40 This graph shows the SNR after adding white noise to a PCG with a number of heart

sound cycles versus the SNR after de-noising the signal. Various methods are tried: optimised wavelet

de-noising only, averaging only, and optimised wavelet de-noising combined with averaging. The
optimised wavelet de-noising combined with averaging was the most successful de-noising method.

PCG signals of 30, 60 and 90 cycle were averaged. lt appears that averaging at least 60 cycles would

be recommended. There is a significant improvement of averaging 60 cycles over 30 cycles while
averaging 90 cycles over 60 cycles does not show nearly the same improvement.

There \¡¡as no evidence for optimised wavelet de-noising that any one wavelet was much

better than another wavelet. However, some of the lower order wavelets did not perform

very well. 'We reached the conclusion that a decomposition level of 5 produced reasonable

results while decomposing the signal further often produced marginal benefits and in-

creases computation time. Soft thresholding definitively outperformed hard thresholding.

Of the four threshold selection rules, the "rigrsure" rule performed the best, and the best

choice of the threshold rescaling methods proved to be the "sln" method.

For both wavelet and WP de-noising, most wavelets performed roughly equally except for

some of the lower order wavelets for reasons previously explained. Decomposition levels
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of 3-5 u¡ere found to perform the best. The \MP de-noising process seems to lose more of

the original signal content than the wavelet de-noising process with the wavelet de-noising

process losing even more original signal content than optimised wavelet de-noising.

Overall, the MP method de-noises the PCG about as well as WT or WP de-noising,

but attention must be given to the number of time-frequency atoms used which may be

determined by observing the decay parameter.

Averaging seemed to produce significant improvements especially if there is a large amount

of noise present in the signal. Averaging a series of 50-75 heart sound cycles seems to give

the best result in terms of recording and computation time tradeoff.

Averaging may be used in combination with one of the other de-noising methods. Because

optimised wavelet de-noising performed the best, this method was chosen to be used.

Figure 4.40 shows a comparison of using wavelet de-noising only, averaging only and

wavelet de-noising combined with averaging. It clearly demonstrates that combining the

techniques is much more effective. It shows that given a choice between averaging 30,

60 or 90 cycles that 60 cycles provides a good compromise in terms of de-noising and

recording and computation time. However, as previously discussed in Section 4.7 in some

cases averaging is not appropriate.

 .LO Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the results of the de-noising study of PCGs and made rec-

ommendations based upon these results. Now that the PCG is relatively free of noise,

the signal can be analysed for data that may differentiate between healthy and unhealthy

hearts. The next chapter explores various methods of doing just this.
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Chapter 5

PCG Data Analysis

"Data! Data! Data!" he cried i,mpatiently. "I can't mal;e bri,cks u'i,th,r¡u,l;

clay."

Sherlock Holmes
( II.A.RACTER IN ARTTIUR CONAN DOYLD'S THE COMPLETE SHERI,OCK HOLMES, T}TI,] ADVIìNTT'TìIì OI¡

I'TIF) COPPDR BREE(:HES
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5.1- Introduction

After the PCG signal is de-noised, the signal should be analysed for hidden information

that may differentiate a subject with a normal heart from a patient with a pathological

condition. There are many techniques for data analysis, but we have chosen to explore

phase synchronisation between the ECG and PCG, the phase space diagram and the use

of the Hilbert Tlansform (HT) to construct the HT diagram and to extract instantaneous

signal features. These techniques were chosen because they produce easy to read graphs

and diagrams that reveal information hidden in the PCG that may not be seen by a

simple visual inspection of the signal itself. No statistical analysis techniques v/ere chosen

because statistical techniques normally require very long recordings, and PCG recordings

are typically not very long due to the difficulties presented by the recording techniques

used to obtain a clean recording. Also, our exploration of the use of these data analysis

techniques was limited by a smaller than expected number of PCG recordings obtained

from actual patients at the Hampstead Medical Clinic by Dr. J. Agzarian. We, therefore,

present initial indicative results only. In the final chapter we will suggest directions for

an in-depth study of this area.

5.2 Phase Space and Hilbert Transform Diagrams

6.2.L Phase Space Diagrams

The phase space diagram is a plot of the signal itself versus the rate of change of a signal

and is readily explained in Letellier, Meunier-Guttin-Cluzel, Gouesbet, Neveu, Duverger

& Cousyn (1997). The phase space diagram has been applied to various cardiovascular

signals in Dutt & Krishnan (1999), Hall (1999), Maplc ct al. (1999), and Maplc (1999).

T¡:-.--^ E I ^:l^ :- ¿L^ ^---l^-^¿:^- ^.c tL^ -L^-^ l:^--^- mL^ L^^-¿ ^^.--l :- L^I'rË,uIU U.l ctlLlÐ lll ùlIç u^Prcüll€ûurull uI ùrlE Prrc¡Dtr ùPcùLtr urc]Ë,rcùru. rlrç lrtrct.r.u ùur.lllrr rù rrd-

sically a complex signal which is a sum of discrete time sinusoids and random impulses

representing the noise (Hall 1999). One of the most fundamental signals is the sinusoid

which is shown in Figure 5.1 (a), and the phase space diagram of the sinusoid in Figure

5.1 (a) is shown in Figure 5.1 (b). It is a oval plot. Now, we explore what an increase in
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Figure 5.1 This figure is an aid for explaining phase space diagrams. (a) ls a sinusoid at 5 Hz, (b)
the phase space diagram of (.), (.) is a sinusoid at 5 Hz with a magnitude 5 times larger than the
sinusoid in (a), (d) the phase space diagram of (c), (e) is a sinusoid at 50 Hz, (f) is a phase space

diagram of (e), (g) is the same sinusoid as in (a) but with 1 dB of additive white noise, and (h) is
the phase space diagram of (g). The left hand column shows the signal amplitude versus time. The
right hand column contains the corresponding phase space plots which are obtained by plotting the
rate of change of the signal against the original signal. The units are arbitrary in all cases.
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the magnitude of the sinusoid does to the phase space diagram by observing Figure 5.1

(c) and (d). The larger the magnitude of the sinusoid, the larger the oval which is created

in the phase space diagram. Next, let us examine the effect of increasing the frequency

of the sinusoid by referring to Figure 5.1 (e) and (f). It is obvious that as the frequency

increases the the circle becomes larger in the rate of change direction. This is because

higher frequency signals have a larger rate of change. Finally, the effect of noise on the

sinusoid is shown in Figure 5.1 (S) and (h) where it is evident that the randomness of the

noise produces irregular patterns in the phase space diagram, and the noise produces large

deflections in the rate of change direction because the noise contains components that are

of much higher frequency than the sinusoid. Thus, for PCGs, the phase space diagram

should be composed of large circular shapes for the low frequency, high amplitude sinu-

soidal components of the major heart sounds where the low frequency components have

a small derivative producing large horizontal movements with small vertical deflections.

High frequency, low amplitude parts of the signal will be represented by small squiggles

in the rate of change direction. The signal component caused by noise will produce large

values in the rate of change direction for even small magnitudes of noise. If the PCG is

quite noisy, it will be easily revealed by the phase space diagram. Also, if heart sound cy-

cles are quite regular, they should follow fairly similar paths on the phase space diagram.

The phase space diagram can, therefore, be used as a tool to reveal how well de-noising

techniques perform as shown in Maple et al. (1999).

6.2.2 Hilbert Transform Diagram

The Hilbert Tlansform (HT) may be used to calculate the instantaneous attributes of

a signal and to display the HT diagram. The mathematical definition of the Hilbert

Tlansform is (Ersoy 1997)

^,/+\ - 
*-Iy\trJ - ^

[-* *(') 
¿,J* t - r

/K 1\

The Hilbert tansform (HT) can be considered a convolution between the signal and fi.
The HT can be realized by an ideal filter whose amplitude response is unity and whose

phase response is a constant ninety degree lag. The HT is called the quadrature filter
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because it shifts the phase of the spectral components by [t. More information about

the theory of the HT and its applications may be found in a number of sources including

Braun & Feldman (1997), Bogner (1999), Bolton (1983), Claerbout (1976), Dishan (1996)'

Ersoy (1997), Feldman (1994), Instantaneous Frequency-A Seismic Attribute Useful i'n

Structural and, Stratigraphic Interpretation (2000), Gao, Dong, Want, Li & Pan (1999),

Jiménez, Charleston, Peña, Aljama k Ortiz (1999), Oppenheim, Schafer & Buck (1998)'

Panter (1965), Randall (1937), Taner, Koehler & Sheriff (1979), and Yang et al. (1994).

The HT is calculated using MATLAB software with the method being further explained

in MATLAB help files and documentation. Basically, the analytic signal of a signal has

a one-sided FT meaning that negative frequencies are zero. To approximate the analytic

signal, the FFT of the input sequence is calculated, the FFT coefficients that correspond

to negative frequencies are replaced with zeros, and finally the inverse FFT of the result

is calculated.

The Hilbert tansform diagram is simply the signal plotted against its Hilbert Tþansform'

Figure 5.2 is an aid to explain the HT diagram. A sinusoidal wave results in a circular

pattern in the HT diagram as may be seen in Figure 5.2 (a) and (b). From Figure 5'2

(c) and (d), we can see that increasing the magnitude of the sinusoid simply increases

the size of the circular pattern created in the HT diagram. Increasing frequency without

changing the magnitude of the sinusoid does not change the circular pattern as shown in

Figure 5.2 (e) and (f). Random white noise destroys the neat pattern followed by a clean

sinusoid as seen in Figure 5.2 (S) and (h).

6.2.3 Comparison of Phase Space and Hilbert TÌansform Dia-

grams

Because the phase space diagram is a plot of the derivative of a signal against itself, it picks

up high frequency content or rapidly changing details of a signal and the low frequency

or slowly changing details tend to be diminished. In other words, when a derivative of a

signal is taken, the derivative will spike when there is a rapid change in the signal. On

the other hand, the Hilbert tansform treats all frequencies equally.
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Figure 5.2 This figure is an aid for explaining Hilbert Transform diagrams. (a) ls a sinusoid at 5
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SECTION 5.2. PHASE SPACE AJVD HILBERT TRAJVSFORM DIAGRAMS

This concept is further explained by using an example where the HT and phase-space

diagrams are applied to white noise. Figures 5.3,5.4, and 5'5 show the white noise, the

derivative of the noise and the Hilbert Tlansform of the white noise respectively' Figures

5.3,5.4, and 5.5 do not Appear very d.ifferent. However, upon closer examination of a

small portion of the signals in Figure 5.6, it may be seen that the signals are actually quite

different. The derivative of the noise d.etects rapidly changing details of the noise' The

Hilbert Tïansform of the noise has a r f 2 phase lag behind the noise signal. Figure 5.8 that

shows the noise plotted against its Hilbert Tlansform, is more evenly distributed (almost

in circurar fashion) than Figurc5.T which shows the noise protted against its derivative.

This confirms that the Hilbert tansform treats all frequencies equally while the phase-

space diagram accentuates higher frequencies thus giving the phase space diagram an oval

planar distribution. Figure 5.9 illustrates the fact that the Hilbert tansform treats all

frequencies equally while taking the derivative of a signal accentuates higher frequencies

and virtually ignores lower frequencies'

It was hoped that the phase space and HT diagrams would reveal information that was not

apparent by viewing the PCG because the HT has proven to be a useful too in analysing

ECGs. For example, Bolton (1983) used the HT for representation and pattern recognition

of ECGs. Due to lack of pCG data, we have not been able to test this theory extensively'

However, from the limited data available we examined the difference between normal

PCGs and PcGs from patients possessing murmurs. Figure 5.11 shows that the phase

space diagrams of the normal PCGs and phase space diagrams of PCGs with murmurs

are difierent. Murmurs normally contain much higher frequency content than normal

PCGs. Phase space d.iagrams accentuate higher frequencies, thus we could expect phase

space diagrams to emphasise the higher frequencies contained in the murmurs' Examining

Figure 5.12, which shows the HT d.iagrams of the same PCGS' we cannot see a notable

difference between the normal and pathological heart sound recordings'

I
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Figure 5.10 The characteristic heartbeat of four patients. Patients 10 and 15 are normal subjects
whereas Patients 3 and I have heart murmurs.
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Figure 5.11 The phase space diagrams of four patients where the PCG is plotted against its'
dérivative. Patients 10 and 15 are normal subjects whereas Patients 3 and I have heart murmurs.
The characteristic heartbeats of these patients are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12 The Hilbert Transform diagrams of four patients where the PCG is plotted against

¡ts HT. Patients 10 and 15 are normal subjects whereas Patients 3 and I have heart murmurs. The

characteristic heartbeats of these patients are shovvn in Figure 5.10.
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SECTION 5.3. USE OF THE HT TO CALCULATE I]VS1I4,]VTA]VEOUS SIGJVA¿

PARAMETERS OF THE PCG

5.3 use of the HT to calculate Instantaneous Signal

Parameters of the PCG

The Hilbert tansform may be used to calculate the instantaneous signal parameters

including the instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency of the signal. The instan-

taneous parameters are defined as follows for s, the real signal, and II(s), the Hilbert

Tlansform of the signal (Bogner 1999, Gao et al' 1999):

e(t) : s2 t + I{2[s(t)], (5.2)

o(t¡ : ur.trr,1ff)l), and (5'3)

Í(t):**r,u,"(#lr :ffi (54)

where e(t), @(t), and /(t) are the instantaneous amplitude, phase and frequency of s(t)

respectively.

The instantaneous frequency of a signal is the d,erivative of the instantaneous phase and

may be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the de-noising technique (Carré et al'

1gg8). The instantaneous amplitude is the magnitude of the complex analytical signal

found by using the HT and is sometimes called the envelope.

We may examine how well the PCG de-noising techniques performed by plotting the

instantaneous frequency. Figure 5.13 shows a characteristic heartbeat, then the cycle

with noise added, and finally the noisy cycle with noise removed both by the wavelet

and wavelet packet d.e-noising processes. The corresponding instantaneous frequencies

are also shown. We can clearly see from the instantaneous frequency plots when there

are large amounts of noise present. It is also interesting to note that around 51 and 52,

the instantaneous frequencies remain relatively constant at low-frequencies supporting

the well known fact that 51 and 52 are composed of several low-frequency sinusoidal

components.

It was thought that the instantaneous signal parameters might reveal information about

the pCG that was not readily extracted by viewing the PCG itself or currently used

techniques. We have attempted to begin an investigation into this area, but once again,

due to limited data, we could not extensively explore the concept'
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Figure 5.13 (a) Characteristic heartbeat, (b) instantaneous frequency of (.), (.) 1 dB of white
noise added to (a), (d) instantaneous frequency of (c), (e) Noisy heartbeat de-noised by wavelet
technique, (f) instantaneous frequency for (e), (g) Noisy characteristic heartbeat de-noised by wavelet
packet technique, and (h) instantaneous frequency of (g)
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Figure 5.14 The instantaneous amplitude of 4 characteristic heartbeats recorded at difFerent

times from the same normal patient. They are all fairly similar demonstrating that this technique is

reproducible.

The instantaneous amplitude is an alternative method of looking at the PCG data. Figure

5.14 demonstrates that recording the PCG of a patient is reproducible because plots of the

instantaneous amplitude of a PCG of one individual recorded on four different occasions

are very similar. Figure 5.15 shows the instantaneous amplitude of PCGs for patients

with various pathological conditions and patients with normal hearts. We were limited

by the number of PCG recordings available, but by examining this plot we may see that

the healthy patients appear to have a well defined and compact 51 and 52 whereas some

of,the patients with pathological conditions do not.

Fligure 5.16 shows the instantaneous frequency of the characteristic heartbeats of vari-

ous patients with pathological heart conditions and normal hearts. These characteristic

heartbeats correspond to the same ones used in Figure 5.15. It was hoped that the in-

stantaneous frequency of the characteristic heartbeats might have obvious differentiating

features between the pathological and normal characteristic beats. Examining Figure

5.16, does not reveal this to be the case except that the instantaneous frequency of the

normal characteristic heartbeats appear to be "quieter" than the pathological cases which

could produce extra signal content especially in the case of heart murmurs. There is a
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Figure 5.15 (a) lnstantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a mitral

valve prosthesis, (b) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a heart

murmur and hypertension, (c) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient

with a an aortic stenosis and hypertension, (d) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat

of a patient with a systolic murmur and angioplasty, (e) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic
heartbeat of a patient with atrial fibrillation, (f) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat

of a patient with hypertension, (g) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal

patient, and (h) instantaneous amplitude of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal patient
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Figure 5.16 (a) lnstantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a mitral

valve prosthesis, (b) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a heart

murmur and hypertension, (c) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient

with a an aort¡c stenosis and hypertension, (d) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat

of a patient with a systolic murmur and angioplasty, (e) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic

heartbeat of a patient with atrial fibrillation, (f ) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat

of a patient with hypertension, (g) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal

patient, and (h) instantaneous frequency of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal patient. PCGs

correspond to those used in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.17 (a) Moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a mitral valve
prosthesis, (b) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a heart murmur
and hypertension, (c) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a an aortic
stenosis and hypertension, (d) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with a
systolic murmur and angioplasty, (e) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with
atrial fibrillation, (f) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a patient with hypertension,
(g) moment of velocity of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal patient, and (h) moment of velocity
of a characteristic heartbeat of a normal patient. Units are in volts squared per seconds. PCGs
correspond t<.¡ those used in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.18 Complex PCG trace first with additive white noise and secondly without noise

problem with using the instantaneous frequency as graphical tool to reveal distinguish-

ing features between pathological and healthy PCGs because the instantaneous frequency

plots are plagued with distracting spikes as may be seen in Figure 5.16. This is because in

the formula for calculating the instantaneous frequency the numerator is divided by a de-

nominator that is very small at certain times producing a huge spike in the instantaneous

frequency. This is the true instantaneous frequency; however, when plotting the signal

these huge spikes obscure the critical features of the signal. This problem is dealt with

somewhat by smoothing in our software. Smoothing, however, only partially solves the

problem and distorts the true value of the instantaneous frequency. Thus, we introduce

tþe concept of the moment of velocity (Davis 2001) which is very similar to instanta-

neous frequency except that the denominator of the instantaneous frequency equation is

removed thus avoiding the distracting spikes. The moment of velocity is defined as

moment of velocity : ,4ry - Hþi4l#. (b.5)

Further information on the moment of velocity may be found in Appendix D. If we

compare Figures 5.15 and 5.l7,it may be seen that the envelope of the signal and the

moment of velocity are actually very similar except that the rapidly changing components

appear to be accentuated in the moment of velocity plot. This occurs because there are
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Figure 5.19 This figure shows a complex PCG trace of four different characteristic heartbeats.

Patients 10 and 15 are normal subjects whereas Patients 3 and I have heart murmurs.
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d.erivatives in the formula for the moment of velocity. However, as can be seen some detail

is lost by the moment of velocity. \Mhen finer details of the signal are important, it would

seem better to use the instantaneous amplitude. When focusing on higher frequency

components (such as in the case of heart murmurs) or rapidly changing features, the

moment of velocity would be more useful.

Figure 5.18 borrows the concept of a complex trace from seismic data analysis (Taner

et al. 1979). The signal and its Hilbert Tïansform are projected on their prospective axes

with the complex trace being a vector sum of the two. This view reveals many features of

the signal. The length of the complex trace vector is the instantaneous amplitude. The

orientation angle (usualty measured relative to the positive axis of the plane where the

real signal is projected) is the instantaneous phase. The time rate of change of the phase

angle is the instantaneous frequency. It was hoped that the alternative views of the PCG

presented by the complex PCG trace would reveal additional information about the PCG

that is not readily seen by another technique. Due to limited data, we have not had the

opportunity to extensively test this theory. However, Figure 5.19 presents a sample view

of the complex PCG trace of two healthy patients and two patients with heart murmurs.

There really are no drastic differences but a couple small differences were noticed. The

sections outside the the two major heart sounds, which are represented by the big circles,

appear to be less compact and well defined, than their non-pathological counterparts, in

the complex PCG traces of the heart murmurs. This is believed to be caused by the

additional signal content of the murmurs. Also, 51 and 52 are also less compact and

well-defined than those seen in the complex PCG traces of the healthy patients.

5.4 Phase Synchronisation

Synchronisation is defined as the "adjustment of frequencies of periodic self-sustained

oscillators d,ue to weak interaction" and is also known as phase locking or frequency

entrainment (Rosenblum, Pikovsky, Schafer, Tass & Kurths 1999). Phase synchronisation

is simply where a relationship exists between the phases of interacting systems while no

account is taken of the amplitudes.
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Synchronisation is a data analysis technique commonly used in the field of biological

experimental studies and the modelling of interaction between different physiological sys-

tems (Rosenblum et al. 1999). Examples of this synchronisation include phase locking of

respiration with a mechanical ventilator or locomotory rhythms, phase locking of chicken

embrion heart cells with external stimuli and interaction of the sinus node with ectopic

pacemakers, and heart rate synchronisation with external audio or visual stimuli (Rosen-

blum et al. 1999).
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Figure 5.20 This figure demonstrates how the phase stroboscope known as a synchrogram func-
tions. Points in the slow signal (a) are analysed according to a the phase of a fast signal (c). The
phase of the slow signal is calculated at these points and wrapped modulo 2rm (b) and then plotted
as shown in (d). ln this case, m :2. n: rn phase synchronisation may be recognised in the plot (d)
by n horizontal lines. This figure is from Rosenblum et al. (1999)

Because phase synchronisation seems to be a fairly common occurrence between inter-

acting biological systems, we wished to investigate if there was phase synchronisation

occurring between the PCG and ECG and if it was present if the occurrence of phase

synchronisation differentiated between healthy hearts and hearts with pathological condi-

tions. In work done by Schafer, Rosenblum & Kurths (1998), Schafer, Rosenblum, Abel &

Kurths (1999), and Rosenblum et al. (1999), respiration data and the ECG were analysed.

for phase synchronisation using a stroboscopic technique. The phase of one of the systems

was observed at points in time when the phase of the other system had a certain value.

The phase of the respiratory signal þ, was calculated at times ú¡ of the appearance of
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the k-th R-peak of the ECG and this phase was plotted against ú¡. If there was r¿ : 1

synchronisation and no noise present, there would be n separate values of the respiratory

phase, so r¿ horizontal lines would be visible. Noise may smear these lines and create some

bands. In order to determine if n i n't, phase locking is present the respiratory phase was

wrapped onto the l0,hrml and m oscillations $/ere taken to be one cycle and plotted as

1
(5.6),þ^(tn) (ô,(tò mod2rm),

2r

versus ú¿. This plot is called a cardiorespiratory synchrogram (Rosenblum et al. 1999)

and the concept is illustrated in Figure 5.20.

6.4.L ECG-PCG Phase Sychronisation, The Cardiosynchro-

gram

It was decided to investigate if there was phase synchronisation occurring between the

PCG and ECG and if the occurrence of phase synchronisation differentiated between

normal hearts and hearts with pathological conditions. The same technique presented in

the work of Rosenblum et al. (1999), Rosenblum, Pikovsky, Schafer, Tass & Kurths (2000),

Schafer et al. (1998), Schafer et al. (1999) to produce the cardiorespiratory synchrogram

was used here with minor modifi.cations. The concept of the phase stroboscope was used

again. The phase of the phonocardiogram signal þ, at the times ú¡ of the appearance of

the k-th R-peak of the ECG was observed and plotted versus úr. The appearance of r¿

horizontal lines indicates rz : rn synchronisation. An example of this may be seen in Figure

5.21. There are four "cardiosynchrograms" with two of patients with pathological cardiac

conditions (Figure 5.21 (a) and (b)) and two of healthy individuals (Figure 5.21 (c) and

(d)). Note than in Figure 5.21 (b) there appears to be a 1:1 phase synchronisation. Longer

PCG recordings and a larger variety of samples are needed though in order to investigate

this phenomenon more thoroughly and accurately. For example, Rosenblum et al. (1999)

used over 1,500 ECG cycles in their cardiorespiratory synchrograms. In contrast, our data

was limited to 20-30 cycles.
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Figure 5.21 The four charts are cardiosynchrograms where the ECG R wave is used as a strobo-
scopic point to examine the phase of the PCG to see if there is any phase synchronisation occurring.
(a) is the cardiosynchrogram of patient 4, who had hypertension and aortic stenosis, (b) is the
cardiosynchrogram of patient I who had an angioplasty and systolic murmur, (c) is the cardiosyn-
chrogram of Patient 15 who had a normal heart, and (d) is the cardiosynchrogram of Patient 13 who
also had a normal heart. For all cases, m:1.
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5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have attempted to extract information that is not readily viewed by

the eye or current data analysis methods from the PCG that would differentiate between

healthy hearts and hearts with pathological conditions. We have explored the use of

phase space diagrams, HT diagrams, instantaneous signal parameter extraction, and phase

synchronisation between the ECG and PCG, but were limited by the amounts and quality

of d.ata available to us. These are only indicative results, but they show that further work

to investigate the use of these techniques with larger amounts of data would be worthwhile.

In the next and final chapter, ïve will summarise and discuss the work presented and then

suggest future research avenues.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Rlture Directions

''Stup'id,itg¡ utnsists 'in wanting to conTe to a conc:lus'ion,."

Elemire Zolla (1926- )
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CHAPTER 6, CONCLUSIO¡\¡ A/VD FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 fntroduction

This chapter will firstly present a summary of the information that was presented in this

thesis, then will discuss the conclusions reached and finally will provide recommendations

for future research.

6.2 Summary

Chapter 1 introduced the subject of the thesis and provided some necessary background

information including a literature review of the work performed in this area.

Chapter 2 reviewed the background and history of phonocardiography and provided infor-

mation about the instrumentation and procedures used to obtain the data. It was argued

that tools in addition to the human ear v¡ere needed to clearly hear heartsounds due to

limitations of the human ear. The development of the modern stethoscope and PCG were

reviewed. Next, the specific equipment which was used in our study was presented. The

final section discussed the recordings collected.

Chapter 3 surveyed the background and theory of the de-noising methods used in this

study in order that the reader could comprehend the results of the de-noising study

presented in the next chapter. We introduced the theory and background of the de-noising

techniques, wavelet de-noising, optimised wavelet de-noising, wavelet packet de-noising,

the matching pursuit technique, and averaging, which were applied to the de-noise the

PCGs.

Once this necessary background to the de-noising study v¡as covered, Chapter 4 examined

the results and recommendations of the de-noising study.

After the PCG was de-noised, different methods of extracting features from the PCG

enrl nloccifrtino *ha Pñê onnn..li-- 1n fl'ic i-fn.'-oliañ tr'ô¡ô o--l^-^'l ;- f'tL^^+^- < \II^¡r rv w¡ v w^yrv¡ wu ¡¡¡ v¡¡al/ uw¡ v . v v v

attempted to extract information that is not readily viewed by eye or current data analysis

methods from the PCG that would differentiate between healthy hearts and pathological

subjects. We explored the use of phase space diagrams, HT diagrams, instantaneous

signal parameter extraction, and phase synchronisation between the ECG and PCG, but
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we rtrere limited by the quantity and quality of data available. The results presented are

only indicative, but they demonstrated that further work to investigate the use of these

techniques with larger amounts of data would be worthwhile.

6.3 Discussion and Conclusions

6.3.L PCG De-noising

A study which compared wavelet, wavelet packet and matching pursuit de-noising applied

to knee-joint vibrations, which are complex, non-stationary signals, concluded that the

MP method outperformed wavelet and ïVP de-noising with the WP de-noising perform-

ing better than the wavelet de-noising method (Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000). Given

the results presented in Krishnan & Rangayyan (2000) and the similarity in the types of

signals, both being complex, non-stationary signals, it was expected that the MP method

would perform the best followed by the \MP method. We anticipated that \MP de-noising

would perform better than wavelet de-noising because WP analysis adaptively chooses

the best basis based upon an entropy search and has more decomposition structure com-

þinations to choose from. However, the time-frequency and time-scale de-noising methods

performed roughly equally except for a slightly better performance by optimised wavelet

de-noising in de-noising the PCGs as witnessed by the evidence provided in Chapter 4'

Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and.4.8 show typical results for optimised wavelet de-noising, wavelet

de-noising, wavelet packet de-noising and matching pursuit de-noising applied to different

PCGs with various amounts of white noise added. Figure 4.39 summarises the results of

the previously mentioned tables into bar charts. Examining these tables and the figure,

it becomes apparent that optimised wavelet de-noising seems to perform slightly better

than the other methods for removing white noise from PCGs. The other methods ap-

peared, to perform about equally as well as each other. De-noising results with wavelet and

WP techniques depend greatly on the selection of the threshold value for the coefficients

(Krishnan & Rangayyan 2000). This fact may be used to partly explain why optimised

wavelet de-noising outperformed the other methods because it has various options for

the methods used to perform thresholding and noise modelling. Another possible reason
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optimised wavelet de-noising had a higher SNR after de-noising compared to the other

methods is that it appears to lose less information by the de-noising process alone which

is supported by Figures 4.8,4.9,4.L7,4.2I,4.23,4.27, and 4.37.

Figure 4.38 visually demonstrated how well the various de-noising methods perform. Note

that the MP de-noising method does not pick up some of the finer details from the original

PCG because the low energy coherent structures have been destroyed by the high level

of noise and are unable to be extracted by the MP method. Evidence of this fact also

may be seen in the study done by Krishnan & Rangayyan (2000). For a large amount

of white noise (SNR:O dB) added to the signal, the MP method only outperformed the

others by a fairly small amount, but with smaller amounts of noise (SNR:10 dBs) added

to the signal, the MP method outperformed the WP and wavelet de-noising methods by

a much more significant amount. This phenomenon indicates that large amounts of noise

destroy low-energy coherent structures within that signal making it impossible for them

to be extracted from the noisy signal by the MP method.

For optimised wavelet de-noising, it did not appear that any one wavelet performed much

better than another wavelet. However, some of the lower order wavelets did not perform

',rery v;ell Cue insufÊcient numbers of vanishing moments. For a Daubechies waveiet of

order l/, the support length of tþ and / is N - 1 and the vanishing moment of ,r/ is Ir/

(Misiti et al. 1996). The order of regularity of a wavelet is the number of continuous

derivatives which it possesses (Hubbard 1996). Poor regularity may introduce artifacts

(Hubbard 1996). Regularity may be increased by increasing the length of support (Hub-

bard 1996), which increases with I/. Vanishing moments influence what signal content is

picked up by the wavelet transform (Hubbard 1996). With one vanishing moment, linear

functions are not seen, and with two vanishing moments, quadratics are not picked up.

Thus, by increasing the number of vanishing moments, the lower order components of the

signal may be seen. We reached the conclusion that a decomposition level of 5 produced

reasonable results, while decomposing the signal further often produced marginal ben-

efits and increased computation time. Soft thresholding definitively outperformed hard

thresholding. Of the four threshold selection rules, the "rigrsure" rule performed the best

because small details of the PCG signal are located in the noise range, and the best choice

of the threshold rescaling methods proved to be the "sln" method due to the presence of
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white noise in the signal.

For both wavelet and WP d.e-noising, most wavelets performed roughly equally except for

some of the lower order wavelets due to the properties of the wavelets especially insuffi'cient

numbers of vanishing moments. Decomposition levels of 3-5 were found to perform the

best. The WP de-noising process seems to lose more of the original signal content than the

wavelet de-noising process, while the wavelet de-noising process loses even more original

signal content than optimised wavelet de-noising.

Overall, the MP method de-noises the PCG about as well as WT or \MP de-noising,

but attention must be given to the number of time-frequency atoms used which may

be determined by observing the decay parameter as it levels out. Also, the amount of

information lost by the de-noising process, if not enough time-frequency atoms are used,

itself is of concern.

Averaging seemed to produce significant improvements especially if there is a large amount

of noise present in the signal. Averaging a series of 50-75 cycles seemed to give the best

result in terms of recording and computation time tradeoff.

Averaging may be used. in combination with one of the other de-noising methods. Because

optimised wavelet de-noising performed better than the other time-frequency and time-

scale method.s, this method is recommended to be used in conjunction with averaging in

certain cases. Figure 4.40 showed a comparison of using wavelet de-noising only, averag-

ing only and wavelet de-noising combined with averaging. It clearly demonstrated that

.combining the techniques is much more effective and given a choice between averaging 30,

60 or g0 cycles, averaging 60 cycles provides a good compromise in terms of de-noising and

recording and computation time. However, in some cases, averaging is not appropriate

and may have certain drawbacks (Karpman et al. 1975). If a non-deterministic component

'of the signal such as a murmur is averaged, that component will be distorted or possibly

disappear. Variations in the timing of individual heart cycles may lead to cancellation of

part of the signal, but, with low-frequency signals, this effect is usually negligible. With

timing variations, there may be a small overlap of cardiac events which are quite close in

time resulting in falsely widening the duration of these events.
I
I

i

t
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6.3.2 PCG Data Analysis

After the PCG signal is de-noised, the signal was analysed for hidden information that may

differentiate a subject with a healthy heart from a patient with a pathological condition.

The techniques that were used are the (a) phase space diagram, (b) the use of the Hilbert

Tlansform to construct the HT diagram and to extract instantaneous signal features,

and (c) phase synchronisation between the ECG and PCG. These techniques were chosen

because they produce easy to read graphs and diagrams that reveal information hidden

in the PCG which may not be seen by a simple visual inspection of the signal itself. No

statistical analysis techniques were chosen because statistical techniques normally require

very long recordings, and PCG recordings are typically not very long due to the difficulties

presented by the recording techniques used to obtain a clean recording. Also, we were

limited in our investigation of these data analysis techniques by a smaller than expected

number of PCG recordings. Thus, the results presented are initial indicative findings only.

It was thought that the phase space and HT diagrams would reveal information that was

not apparent by viewing the PCG. From the limited data available we examined the dif-

ference between normal PCGs and PCGs from patients possessing murmurs. Figure 5.11

demonstrated that there appeared to be a diflerence between the normal PCGs and the

PCGs of murmurs, confirming findings by Hall (1999) and Maple (1ggg). Murmurs nor-

mally contain much higher frequency content than normal PCGs. Phase space diagrams

accentuate higher frequencies, thus we could expect phase space diagrams to emphasise

the higher frequencies contained in the murmurs. Examining Figure 5.12, which shows the

HT diagrams of the same PCGs, we can not see a notable difierence between the healthy

and pathological heart sound recordings. It would be worthwhile to further examine the

use of phase space diagrams and HT diagrams to identify pathological cardiac conditions.

It would be expected that they might be used to identify different characteristics as phase

space diagrams accentuate higher frequencies while the HT diagrams treat all frequencies

equally.

The instantaneous frequency was used to visually demonstrate how well the PCG de-

noising techniques performed. Figure 5.13 showed a characteristic heart sound, then the

heart sound with noise added, and finally the noisy heart sound with noise removed both
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by the wavelet and wavelet packet de-noising processes. The corresponding instantaneous

frequencies were also shown. It is clearly visible from the instantaneous frequency plots

when there are large amounts of noise present.

It was thought that the instantaneous signal parameters could reveal information about

that PCG that was not readily extracted by viewing the PCG itself or currently used

techniques. We were limited by the number of recordings available. 'We demonstrated

that using the instantaneous amplitude of the PCG of a patient is reproducible as shown

in Figure 5.14. In Figure 5.15, which showed the instantaneous amplitude of PCGs

for patients with various pathological conditions and patients with normal hearts, the

healthy patients appeared to have a well defined and compact 51 and 52 whereas some

of the patients with pathological conditions did not. It was hoped that the instantaneous

frequency of the characteristic heart sounds might contain obvious differentiating features

between the pathological and normal characteristic heart sounds. Examining Figure 5.16,

did not reveal this to be the case except that the instantaneous frequency of the normal

characteristic heart sounds appear to be "quieter" than the pathological cases which could

þroduce extra signal content especially in the case of heart murmurs. There is a problem

with using the instantaneous frequency as graphical tool to reveal distinguishing features

between pathological and healthy PCGs because the instantaneous frequency plots are

plagued with distracting spikes. Thus, we introduced the concept of the moment of

velocity (Davis 2001) which is very similar to instantaneous frequency except that the

denominator of the instantaneous frequency equation is removed so that division by small

numbers is avoided thus escaping the distracting spikes. The envelope of the signal and

the moment of velocity were shown to be very similar except that the rapidly changing

components appear to be accentuated by the moment of velocity. This occurs because

there are derivatives in the formula for the moment of velocity. Some detail is lost by the

moment of velocity although it could be seen better if plotted on a logarithm scale. When

finer details of the signal are important, it would seem better to use the instantaneous

amplitude. When focusing on higher frequency components (such as in the case of heart

murmurs) or rapidly changing features, the moment of velocity would be more useful than

the signal envelope.

'We introduced the concept of the complex trace, as shown in Figure 5.18, which is a tech-
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nique borrowed from seismic data analysis. It was anticipated that the alternative views

of the PCG presented by the complex PCG trace would reveal additional information

about the PCG that is not readily seen by another technique. We did not see any dras-

tic differences between the complex PCG traces of healthy and diseased subjects (Figure

5.19), but a couple small difierences were noticed. In the complex PCG traces of the heart

murmurs, the sections other than the two major heartsounds, which are represented by

the big circles, appear to be less compact and well defined, than their non-pathological

counterparts, like there might be additional signal content, such as that of the murmurs,

represented. F\rrthermore, 51 and 52 are also less compact and well-defined than those

seen in the complex PCG traces of the healthy patients.

Because phase synchronisation between biological systems is a commonly occurring phe-

nomenon (Rosenblum et al. 1999), we decided to test if there was phase synchronisation

occurring between the PCG and ECG and if the occurrence of phase synchronisation

differentiated between healthy hearts and hearts with pathological conditions. Of the

four cardiosynchrograms shown in Figure 5.21, there appears to be a 1:1 phase synchro-

nisation between the ECG and PCG in Figure 5.21 (b). Longer PCG recordings and a

larger variety of samples are needed thcugh in order to in.,'estigate this phenomenon rnore

thoroughly and accurately. For example, Rosenblum et al. (1999) used over 1,500 ECG

cycles in their cardiorespiratory synchrograms whereas we only had 20-30 cycles available

for use.

6.4 Future Research Directions

The use of genetic algorithms to de-noise signals has not been widely explored. Imple-

menting a genetic algorithm to de-noise heart sounds could be useful. Some work in the

area of genetic algorithm de-noising has been done but has not been extremely promising.

Lankhorsi; & van <ier Laan (i995) stutiieci signai approxirnaiiorr by waveiei-iike funciions

using genetic algorithms but found that existing methods were faster and provided com-

parable approximation quality but that this algorithm provided greater flexibility. Vertan,

Vertan & Buzuloiu (1997) presented a reduced computational genetic algorithm for noise

removal which used non-linear filters and used a model-free approach which would be
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important for heart sounds. Although it was tested on two-dimensional images, it is

most likely modifications could be made to the algorithm so that it could be used to

process time domain signals. With recent increases in computational power and advances

in genetics algorithms and wavelets, a new algorithm or modification of these algorithms

could prove to be an effective method of de-noising highly non-stationary signals such as

the PCG. Another method of obtaining a relatively noise-free PCG would be to design

a special pick-up device that would suppress the noise. There has been some research

performed in this area (Hök 1991), but much more work could be done.

Extracting information from the PCG has proven to be a valuable tool in diagnosing var-

ious cardiac diseases and conditions. Spectrograms of PCGs have proven to be of clinical

use in identifying murmurs, and aortic ball variance in patients with valve prostheses in

early work done by Geckeler et al. (1954) and Hylen et al. (1969). More recent work in

the identification of murmurs from PCGs using time-frequency and time-scale techniques

has been done by Debiais, Durand, Pibarot & Guardo (1997), Debiais, Durand, Guo

& Guardo (1997); El-Asir et al. (1996), and Zhang, Durrand, Senhadji, Lee & Coatrieux

(1998). Xiao et al. (1999) presented a technique, called the phonocardiogram exercise test,

fôr detecting cardiac reserve in healthy and diseased patients using the PCG is presented.

'Changes in the cardiac state may be seen in the PCG. This technique made use of the

first heart sound. Comparing the PCG before and after exercise, allows these changes to

be examined because changes in the amplitude of Sl- are closely linked with the maximum

rate or rise of left ventricular pressure which measures cardiac contractility.The timing

and intensity of the second heartsound is of importance in patients with pulmonary steno-

sis (Cheitlin et al. 1993). Also, if the time interval between the A2 and P2 components

of the second heartsound change, a pathological condition may be present (Durand &

Pibarot 1995) and this time interval has been successfully calculated by Khadra et al.

(1991) using the WT. For patients possessing a heart valve implant, the power spectra

of the second heartsound may be used to indicate the condition of the valve (Durand &

Pibarot 1995). Spectral analysis of the second heartsound may also be used to obtain a

non-invasive estimation of the pulmonary and systemic arterial pressures which are used

to diagnose pulmonary hypertension (Durand & Pibarot 1995). If the third heartsound is

identified in patients over 40 years old, it can be a pathological sign of ventricular failure

l

l'
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(Durand & Pibarot 1995). The fourth heartsound can be a sign of left ventricular hyper-

trophy and coronary artery disease (Durand & Pibarot 1995). Thus, we have highlighted

that information of clinical importance can be extracted from the PCG. We believe that

further research into the use of the PCG as a clinical diagnostic tool is warranted due

to the fact that it has been proven to be a clinically significant diagnosis tool, is inex-

pensive, non-invasive, reliable and cheap. \Me acknowledge the need to develop standards

for PCG equipment and recording techniques to make the process more universal and

reliable. Below, we provide some suggestions for areas of future research.

Neural networks could prove to be a valuable tool in the area of data analysis and clas-

sification of PCGs. It has already been used in many studies involving ECG signals.

Dickhaus & Heinrich (1996) discussed the idea of using wavelet networks to classify ECG

signals. Khadra, Abdallah & Nashash (1993) studied life threatening ventricular arryth-

mias using neural wavelet analysis. The algorithm used by Khadra et al. (1998) is based

on a linear-approximation distance-thresholding compression and back-propagation neu-

ral network and was used to analyse ECG data efficiently and reliably compared with

other methods. Carranza & Andina (2001) used wavelet pre-processing for ECGs and

then have planned to apply neural networks to the ECG data for classification. The

use of neural networks have also been explored to some extent for PCGs. Akay, Akay,

Welkowitz & Kostis (1994) investigated the use of a wavelet-based fuzzy neural network to

non-invasively identify coronary artery disease based upon clinical examination variables

and information extracted from the PCG. The results of this study demonstrated that

wavelet-based finzy neural networks are possibly able to differentiate between healthy

and pathological individuals.

We recommend that the data analysis techniques which were initially presented in the

previous chapter be further explored by using more PCG recordings of various cardiac

conditions as lve were severely limited in the number of recordings available at our disposal.

The phase space diagram, HT diagram, instantaneous amplitude or velocity, and the

cardiosynchrogram are all techniques which warrant further investigations.

We did not perform statistical analysis on our PCG data. However, after consulting with

Ivanov (2000), who has performed substantial research in the area of ECG statistical
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analysis (Havlin, Amaral, Ashkenazy, Goldberger, Ivanov, Peng & Stanley 1999, Ivanov

et al. 1996, Ivanov, Amaral, Goldberger & Stanley 1997, Ivanov, Amaral, Goldberger,

Havlin, Rosenblum, Struzik & Stanley 1999, Ivanov, Bunde, Amaral, Havlin, Fritsch-Yelle,

Baevsky, Stanley & Goldberger 1999, Ivanov, Amaral, Goldberger, Havlin, Rosenblum,

Struzik & Stanley 2000), a few ideas were proposed to extract some statistical features

from the PCG data. If the following statistical techniques are going to be used, it would

be better if slightly longer recordings, than the 30 second recordings we had available to

us, were used. The values of the peaks of the first and second heartsounds of each cycle

could be extracted from the PCG. Then, the student t-test could be applied to these

peaks to investigate if there exists statistically different values of the peaks. Also, the

shape of the histograms of the peak values of 51 and 52 could be examined. Then, the

same test could be applied to not only the peak points but to all points along the first and

second heartsounds. Next, the shape of the histograms of the first and second heartsounds

could be examined to investigate if they are different. The time period between the peaks

of the first and second heartsound for each cycle could be calculated and then used to

estimate the average and standard deviation of this time period. Correlations could also

bercalculated. These techniques could be performed for patients who are healthy and who

have pathological cardiac conditions to see if there are any differences between the groups

revealed by these techniques.

In summar¡ the PCG is a potentially rich source of clinical information and a number of

possible engineering-based signal analysis approaches appear fruitful for future research.
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Escope Specifications
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9 Volt alkaline battery

mately 150 hours

powering E-scope for approxi-Power Source

VOLume/OFF: Control sound volume and turns power

off when adjusted to fully CCW detent position. Inter-

nal power time shuts off power after 2 minutes.

RESTART: Restarts power timer.

HS/BS: Selects heart sounds or breath sounds freqrrenc;r

response range via slide switch on control module.

Controls
87.6 cm from chest piece to binaural earpiecesLength
255 gramsWeight

Audio output with capability to drive 30 ohm headphone

or Cardionics stethoscope. Nominal 0.5 Vpp level suit-

able for recording on cassette tape

Sounds out

Dynamic type with 8 ohm impedance located in control

box

Speaker

Sound pressure type

located in chest piece

with electret microphone elementMicrophone
I24 dB SPL, undistortedMaximum output

Heart sounds: 100 to 240 Hz (-3 dB) SPL/SÞL and 45

to 900 Hz (-20 dB)

Breath sounds: L25 to 350 Hz (-3 dB) and 50 to 2000

Hz (-20 dB)

Frequency response
27 dB @ 200 HzAudio gain

Table 4.1 This gives the specifications for the Escope, the electronic stethoscope, used to record
the phonocardiograms (Cardionics 1999).
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Some Data From Patient Recordings
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ECG (blue) and PCG (red) sensor plots in time domain
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ECG (blue) and PCG (red) sensor plots in time domain
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ECG (blue) and PCG (red) sensor plots ln time domain
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ECG (blue) and PCG (red) sensor plots in time domain
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ECG (blue) and PCG (red) sênsor plots ¡n time domaln
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Moment of Velocity
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We used the moment of velocity because we experienced problems with the frequent

and distracting peaks in the instantaneous frequency plot when the denominator of the

equation became very small. The moment of velocity is very similar to the instantaneous

frequency and is defined as the numerator of the instantaneous frequency equation. It
was thought that the moment of velocity would retain the main features portrayed by the

instantaneous frequency while not having the large spikes caused by a small divisor. The

ÌHrt¡

ii il

Figure D.l Coordinate system used in context
of defining angular momentum, modified from
Beer & iohnston (ie99)

:üflrl:e*b

Figure D.2 Signal and Hilbert Transform an-
alytic plane

moment of velocity is a concept borro d from the the field of particle dynamics. The

moment of velocity is derived from a commonly used quantity in particle physics called

angular momentum or moment of momentum (further explained in Beer & Johnston

(1999)) which is defined as

Ho:rxrnv (D.i)

where r is the position vector of P and f/s is a vector perpendicular to the plane containing

r and rnv (See Figure D.1). If the vectors r and n'Lv are resolved into components and

the cross product formula is applied we obtain

(D.2)

where the components of ¡/0 represent the moments of the linear momentum rnv about

i
n

J
t

j
a

ffiuu ffiuzffius
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the coord.inate axes. If the determinant is expanded we obtain

H*-m(Aur-zau)

Hu:m(zu*-sur)

Hr-m(ruo-Ua*).

(D.3)

So, if there exists a particle moving in the ry plane, z:'t)z:0 making I/' and f/, equal

to zero. The angular momentum is perpendicular to the ny plane and is defined by the

scalar

Hs- H +z:m(nuy-aa*). (D'4)

Because we are d.ealing with a signal and not a particle possessing mass' we use the

moment of velocity which is simply the angular momentum without the mass included.

The moment of velocity is defined as

moment of velocitY : fraa - Uaæ (D.5)

or in terms of the signal and the Hilbert tansform analytic plane (See Figure D'2) the

moment of velocity is deflned as
:,,

moment of velocitv : ,qy-P - Hþ(t)l#' (D'6)
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